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DISCLAIMER

Statements and opinions expressed in this book are not necessarily those of the Huntington’s Disease Society of America, Inc., nor does HDSA promote, endorse or recommend any treatment, therapy or product mentioned herein. The lay reader should consult a physician or other appropriate health care professional concerning any advice, product, treatment or therapy set forth in this book.
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Preface

This handbook was conceived several years ago to serve as a guide to some fundamental principles of caring for people in the more advanced stages of Huntington’s Disease (HD). Hopefully, it will be helpful to families seeking basic information about care at this stage as well as nursing home staff caring for HD residents.

This handbook is a collaboration by professional caregivers from the United States and Canada. As we discussed its contents, there were many ideas, some disagreements and a few heated discussions. One notion, however, was embraced by all: as professionals, we have been the students of all the HD patients and families with whom we have worked and they have taught us our most important lessons. Some of us may have been “slow learners” from time to time and some of us may have had difficulty paying attention every now and then. Others of us may have had to unlearn some of what we were taught in school before we “got it.”

But HD is a great teacher. The primary caregiver to someone in the more advanced stages of HD essentially has been given a hands-on course in practical nursing. Everything they have learned has been self-taught by trial and error. HD’s emotional changes have taken them through a curriculum of mental health challenges and issues. Learning to avoid anger and problem behaviors has given them an intensive orientation to applied behavior analysis. Insights gained and adjustments made to accommodate changes in ability, strength, endurance and motivation may qualify them for a degree in special education. It is no wonder that they have such a wealth of experience to share with us.

Where did our teachers get their training? Most was obtained “on the job.” Without a formal teacher, they searched for information and found very little. They looked to their physicians and found a shared interest in learning more about HD, but the essential message from the healthcare system was “Help yourself!” So they did! They forged a partnership with researchers that is unique in science. They allied themselves closely with healthcare professionals who took an interest in them. They learned about genealogy, genetics and the genome. They went back and taught their physicians, nurses, social workers, and rehabilitation therapists all that they had learned. It is no wonder they’re such fine teachers for us!

The zeal to support research to find a cure for HD is often muted for caregivers who are confronted daily with the great suffering endured by those for whom they care. They share in the excitement but may not publicly celebrate great scientific discoveries. Great discoveries for them are typically more private events. It may be a better way to bathe someone, a safer way to arrange the furniture in the living room or a new way to add calories to a meal. Although these discoveries may not be momentous to the rest of the world, they are significant to the person in their care. When these are shared with professionals and other families they can serve to alleviate the day-to-day suffering, anguish and discomfort endured by many in our extended HD family. On behalf of all the healthcare professionals across the US who have learned so much from people with HD and their family caregivers, “Thank you, Teachers.” This handbook is a collection of many of the lessons we’ve learned from you.

Jim Pollard
Laurel Lake Center, Lee, Massachusetts
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**A Note on Pronouns:**

For the sake of simplicity, we have chosen to use the pronoun “he” to refer to patients with Huntington’s Disease. This is not intended to suggest that all Huntington’s patients are male: males and females have an equal chance of developing HD.
Introduction

Welcome

The fact that you’re reading this handbook shows a commitment to the person with Huntington’s Disease (HD) in your care. He is a very special person. He was probably doing well in life before HD began to show itself. Most likely, he had begun a career and family. But as his HD progressed, he faced challenges that we probably will never have to face. The list of things he has already lost to this relentless disease would force most of us to abandon all hope. He’s lost his job, his friends, his independence, and his ability to care for himself. He may feel guilty that he’s put his children and his grandchildren at risk for HD. He may see his disability as a burden he has imposed on both you and his family. And now he’s in your care.

You, the caregiver, are a very special person, too. Whether you are in a long-term care facility or at home, the challenges of caring for this person with HD may seem daunting at times. Most health care professionals—nurses, aides, social workers, rehabilitation therapists, and psychologists—finish their careers never having cared for a single person with HD. Simply by caring for one person with HD, you are about to gain a wealth of knowledge and experience. By becoming a partner in his care, by understanding how HD progresses and by recognizing how it affects his mood, thinking and movement, you can affect his life in a very positive way. Maybe to a degree far greater than anyone else you’ve ever had in your care. He’s in good hands!

Purpose of this Handbook

The aim of this handbook is to familiarize you with HD so that you can recognize its symptoms and know what to expect as it progresses. Included are some general principles of care and tips that other caregivers have found helpful. By anticipating the problems you’ll face as the disease progresses, you’ll be better prepared to find solutions for them.
Families touched by HD often say that understanding HD is the hallmark of a good caregiver. That is, if you understand that it is a disease of families, a disease of both body and mind and a challenging disease with no cure and no easy answers, you’ll do well. If you persevere through his adjustment to you, recognize and support him through his anger and his sadness and communicate with him, then the good days will outnumber the not-so-good and you’ll be an excellent caregiver because you will really understand HD.
Huntington’s Disease is a neurological disorder, a disease of the brain. It is caused as cells in the central part of the brain, known as the basal ganglia, die. Since so much of the brain’s activity passes through this area, the death of these cells affects virtually everything about a person—including movements, moods, and thinking processes. But because the damage caused by HD is only inside the brain, the person with HD may look relatively able-bodied until the later stages of the disease. Caregivers often mistakenly assume that changes in the person are due to lack of motivation, laziness or worse, and not to the disease itself.

HD is a genetic disease that you get by inheriting a defective gene for HD from one parent. Every child of a parent with the defective gene for HD has a 50/50 chance of inheriting the gene, no matter how many children that parent has. If you do not inherit the HD gene, you cannot get the disease and you cannot pass it on to your children or their descendants. If you do get the HD gene, you will eventually get the disease. HD always manifests itself if you live long enough. It never skips a generation.

As a genetic disease, HD is referred to as a “disease of families.” In many families touched by HD, more than one family member may have HD at the same time. Many relatives are at risk of later developing the disease. Nearly every member of the family has been a caregiver to a parent, brother, sister, son, daughter, aunt, uncle, grandparent, or grandchild at one time or another.

Similarly, this person in your care most likely saw one of his own parents suffer with HD. Just as the winter snow was always deeper and the summer longer through a child’s eyes, this horrible disease probably appeared worse from a child’s perspective. Feelings of guilt or sadness may be stirred in the person with HD. He may think about how he might have already passed the gene on to his children. Or he may worry that his brothers and sisters will get HD, too.

His family may have struggled to care for him at home for as long as possible. They are very knowledgeable about his preferences and have learned how to meet his care needs. They may be very helpful to you. When family members visit the HD patient in the nursing home, they may be silently thinking of the day when one of their children may need this same kind of care. Visits by children, brothers, and sisters can be as difficult for them as they are for the person with HD. For at-risk relatives, each visit can be another confrontation with the disease they might get themselves.
Although people can exhibit signs of HD at any age, most people first show them when they are in their 30s and 40s. Thus, HD is described as an “adult-onset disease.” In the prime of life, an at risk individual may discover that he has HD, that each of his children may have inherited the gene, and, if so, will eventually develop the disease. More than likely, your HD patient had settled on a career and was, in many ways, a well-adjusted adult. These achievements will now have to be given up, one after another, along with his plans and dreams, as HD runs its destructive course.

As a progressive disease, HD begins very subtly and only the person with HD, close friends or relatives and the trained eye of a physician can detect its earliest signs. It progresses in stages, slowly advancing for many years. It usually takes at least 15 years for the disease to run its course, sometimes longer. Particularly during the last half of those years, the affected person will need help with household chores and personal care. As a caregiver, you can help by anticipating changes in function that may trigger new concerns and preparing in advance for each new set of challenges that you and the person for whom you are caring will encounter.

There is also a juvenile form of HD. Occurring in about one in ten people with HD, it looks different from the adult version. Usually the affected individual is stiff, rigid and slow, may have involuntary movements that look more like tremors, and may experience seizures. Juvenile HD worsens more rapidly than adult-onset HD.
Health care professionals look at HD as a disease made up of three disorders—a movement disorder, a cognitive disorder, and an emotional disorder. Some people with HD have a very severe movement disorder but very little cognitive impairment. Others have profound cognitive changes but few movement problems. The emotional disorder is often depression, which comes and goes throughout the course of the disease. We’ll look at each one of the “trio of disorders” in the following pages.

Every person experiences the beginning of HD in a unique way. Some first notice small subtle movements. Others find themselves becoming forgetful, and still others become depressed. Every person experiences the progression of HD in a unique way, too. For example, one might have a rapid deterioration in cognitive function and less decline in the control of movements. Another person may have rapidly increasing difficulty with movements, but no significant change in cognitive functioning during the same period of time. Therefore, no two people with HD will present the same caregiving challenges. But in the most advanced stages, all symptoms converge in a predictable manner.

**What Advanced-Stage HD Looks Like**

By the time a person with adult-onset HD comes to a long-term care facility, the movement disorder is usually quite apparent. But some years before, it began with small changes in eye movement and involuntary movements of the fingers and face. The symptoms progress to a point where all muscles are affected, and walking takes on a “dance-like” quality. People often try to camouflage and control the movements. As the involuntary movements, often referred to as chorea, become more exaggerated, what was once “dance-like” now looks “drunk-like.” Speech becomes affected as words are slurred. As balance deteriorates, falling occurs more often, and the affected person becomes unable to walk safely without assistance. Beds may need padded side rails to prevent the patient from bruising himself or falling out.
At the same time, it becomes increasingly difficult for the person with HD to speak and be understood. Nearly all people develop a swallowing disorder, need a special diet, and need assistance eating. At some point, a decision will have to be made whether or not to insert a feeding tube. This decision involves the affected person and family members, and it is most helpful if it is made well in advance. In addition, most residents eventually need adapted beds and wheelchairs to accommodate their severe involuntary movements, impaired balance, and changes in posture.

**COGNITIVE CHANGES**

The cognitive disorder is less apparent than the movement disorder but more disabling in many ways. Long before he came to you for care, he struggled with subtle changes that affected his work and family. Most likely, his ability to organize and plan his work day slowly began to erode and routine tasks, previously performed effortlessly, became more complicated to complete. As cognitive function continued to deteriorate, he may have become quite inflexible, wanting things done in a certain way. People around him may have noticed these small but significant changes in temperament. Long-term relationships may have been jeopardized. He may have been unable to see changes in himself and vigorously denied their existence.

Now, in your care, his thinking is slower, initiating action is more difficult, learning new things is not as easy as it once was and judgement is impaired. He may have developed difficulty waiting for things he wants immediately and become unreasonably demanding of his family, friends, and caregivers. Now these problems challenge you as you assist him in his daily activities.

**EMOTIONAL CHANGES**

The emotional disorder is primarily made up of the depression that runs throughout the course of HD. Having seen his parent suffer with HD, knowing that only further decline and dependence is at hand and recognizing all that he’s already “lost” to HD, it’s easy to see why he might have a reactive depression.

Idiopathic depression, one that is not triggered by life’s events, is also common. Some people with HD who are depressed appear irritable or angry. Some deny depression because they lack insight. Others are unconsciously protecting their feelings. Even in the most advanced stages of HD, people who show classic signs of depression can respond well to medication. Suicide in HD occurs more often than in the general population. Depression paired with a lack of impulse control makes suicide a major risk for patients in all stages of the disease.
In Summary...

There’s no typical person with HD. Each individual has complex, unique needs. Some needs can be met easily. Others will require clever or creative solutions. Still others will require an ongoing trial-and-error approach. Taken together, though, you’ll become well-versed in this person’s care and your rewarding days will far outnumber your challenging ones!
Obviously, nothing is more important in your relationship with the person for whom you’re caring than communicating with one another. This becomes more and more important as it becomes more and more difficult. The movement disorder affects speech in several ways. In the mid-stages of HD, people lose precision in making sounds, control of the volume of the sounds they make and coordination of the speech and

**A Struggle for Control**

The person with HD who enters a long-term care facility or who is in your care at home has already experienced a tremendous number of losses. He has already lost his ability to drive a car, to manage his finances and to relate to his family as he did in the past. As the disease progresses, more losses will occur. If this person saw his parent or another relative in the later stages of HD, he has an idea of what is in store for him. No wonder he may seem angry, depressed or uncommunicative much of the time!

For the person with HD, keeping control of what’s done to and for him requires enormous effort. Expressing his feelings and needs is a struggle of monumental proportions. There are many ways that we exert some degree of control over our surroundings; HD entangles every one of them. Difficulty in speaking makes it hard to clearly state wishes and needs. Anticipating the future and planning any activity is hindered by the inability to organize information. Undertaking even the simplest movement is hampered by trouble getting started. For the individual with HD, the capacity for hope that he can maintain some control is compromised by periods of depression and even more loss. If you remember the struggle he goes through, you will understand that every time he freely chooses which shirt he’ll wear, what time he’ll get out of bed, or how he’d like his eggs cooked, it is a significant victory in his great struggle to control his world. Help him do it!

**Speaking...and Listening!**

Obviously, nothing is more important in your relationship with the person for whom you’re caring than communicating with one another. This becomes more and more important as it becomes more and more difficult. The movement disorder affects speech in several ways. In the mid-stages of HD, people lose precision in making sounds, control of the volume of the sounds they make and coordination of the speech and
breathing mechanisms. This creates speech that is varied in volume, interrupted by grunting or breathing sounds and hard to understand. In the most advanced stages, people express their range of needs and emotions with a few intelligible words or sounds.

Just as the movement disorder affects speech, the cognitive disorder affects the content of what is said. The ability to form ideas, organize thoughts and present them in an orderly sequence is compromised in HD. Some people have difficulty starting a conversation, staying on the topic or switching from one topic to another. Some may get stuck on one topic and have difficulty getting off it.

As clear speech becomes more difficult, it takes great effort for people with HD to carry on a conversation. They will have a tendency to rely on a very small vocabulary of more easily understood words. This allows you to take on a more active role in a conversation, picking up on those key words, anticipating the idea and expanding on it in his behalf. At the point where it is extremely difficult to be understood, some people simply stop talking. Your familiarity with a person’s likes, dislikes, career, interests, hobbies and relatives will keep the conversation going or allow you to become his “interpreter” with others.

It can be humiliating and frustrating for the person with HD, and embarrassing for you, when you have difficulty understanding his words. One way to show him respect is to put the burden of understanding firmly on you. Ask him for clarification. Ask his permission: “Do you mind if I repeat your words to you from time to time so you will know how I’m doing?”

Communication boards are commonly introduced to people who are having difficulty being understood. As well-intended as they may be, boards are not often adopted by people with HD as an alternative form of communication. Speaking, as impaired as it is, is easier than learning to use the unfamiliar board. As with other adaptive devices such as helmets and wheelchairs, introducing the communication board early, before it is actually needed, gives the user more time to learn how to use it, practice with it, grow fluent in its use and possibly adopt it.

Some families find it helpful to assemble a book or picture album full of photographs that represent his interests, hobbies, family, career and preferences. Since non-family caregivers may first meet him when he has difficulty expressing himself or recalling events from the past, the album serves two purposes. First, the album is a communica-
HD impairs communication in many ways. Speech is affected. The ability to organize thoughts and present them in an orderly way is compromised. Sometimes individuals with HD speak to you through the nonverbal messages of anger, withdrawal, and short temper. Remember that the messages are there for you. To communicate you will need to develop skills in decoding both verbal and nonverbal messages to you and others around.

IN SUMMARY...

HD impairs communication in many ways. Speech is affected. The ability to organize thoughts and present them in an orderly way is compromised. Sometimes individuals with HD speak to you through the nonverbal messages of anger, withdrawal, and short temper. Remember that the messages are there for you. To communicate you will need to develop skills in decoding both verbal and nonverbal messages to you and others around.
Eating and Nutrition

PREVENTING WEIGHT LOSS

Providing adequate nutrition can be the single greatest clinical issue in caring for a person with HD. Maintaining body weight will be a constant challenge for both of you. It is estimated that some people with HD, particularly in the more advanced stages, require a diet of up to 5000 calories a day just to maintain their weight. No wonder many people with HD say they are always hungry!

In long-term care facilities, nutritionists should consider double and triple portions for people with HD. In fact, free access to food may be the order of the day. When an HD patient asks for more food, some say reflexively, “But you just ate!” It may be more appropriate to say, “Oh, you just ate, but can I get you something else?” Someone in the later stages of HD who is overweight is very rare. Take his requests for more food or supplements as seriously as you would anyone else who is very, very hungry.

Constant hunger can make it difficult to wait for lunch and dinner. Perception of time may be altered. It may be helpful to serve five or more “mini-meals” throughout the day and while the patient is awake at night. This prevents constant hunger and may help to minimize gulping. Another strategy is to increase caloric intake by creating a diet of high-calorie foods. Imagine: a person with HD can have a weekly menu of dishes that most people prefer, but choose to avoid because they’re so high in calories!

SOME HIGH-CALORIE RECIPES

If each mouthful of food is difficult to chew and swallow, then maximizing the number of calories in each bite can only help. There are anecdotal reports that those who reach an ideal body weight report feeling better in general, may metabolize medication more smoothly and maintain function longer than those who have had sig-
significant weight loss. Unfortunately, the involuntary movements that may knock food to the floor, the swallowing disorder and the great concentration needed to chew safely complicate getting those calories into the digestive tract.

People often supplement meals for HD patients with high-calorie drinks. These commercially manufactured supplements, common in long-term care facilities for many years, are now available in most local pharmacies. Family and professional caregivers have cleverly invented “super-calorie” foods to quickly boost calorie intake at a single meal. Recipes for two such examples, a “Super Shake” and a “Super Cereal,” are provided below. High-protein, high-calorie powders that add calories to shakes, puddings and other foods are available through commercial institutional food distributors and local retail health food stores across North America.

### Caregiver Tips
- Give frequent meals and high-calorie snacks and drinks to prevent weight loss.
- Help the person with HD eat until full.
- Ensure eating is slow and deliberate.
- Beware of hot drinks. A decreased sensation of heat can cause burns!

### In Summary...
Eating is one of the primary pleasures in life. Against all odds, most people with HD struggle to eat independently, then with assistance, for as long as they are able. However, with difficulty controlling the movements to get the food to their mouth, involuntary movements that interfere with eating altered or puréed food, drool, bibs, sudden inhalation and possibly coughing, a meal can be a messy affair. A committed caregiver can make a big difference by taking the time to help the person with HD take in as much food as possible, as safely as possible.

### Super Shake (Single Serving)

- **Whole Milk** ................. 6 ounces
- **Ice Cream** .................. 2 scoops
- **Ovaltine™** .............. 2 teaspoons
- **High-protein high-cal. additive** ...... 1½ scoops
- **Fruit** .................. add to taste

In a blender, blend milk and high-protein additive together; add Ovaltine™. Blend in two scoops of ice cream (or more) and fruit to preferred thickness.

### Super Cereal (Single Serving)

- **Evaporated Milk** .............. 7 ounces
- **Margarine** .................. 2 tablespoons
- **Cream of Wheat™** ............. 1½ ounces
- **Brown Sugar** .............. 1¼ ounces
- **Cinnamon** ............


### Super Cereal (Serves 30)

- **Evaporated Milk** .................. 1 #10 Can
- **Margarine** .................. ½ pound
- **Cream of Wheat™** ............. 14 ounces
- **Brown Sugar** .............. 1 pound
- **Cinnamon** ............

As above. Add Cream of Wheat™ slowly to reach preferred consistency.

* High-protein high-calorie additive powders are readily available in nearly all health food and nutrition stores.
Preventing Swallowing Problems

ABOUT SWALLOWING

Swallowing is a very complex activity. It involves coordinating the opening and closing of the mouth and lips and chewing while inhaling and exhaling. Food needs to be mixed with saliva, moved to the back of the tongue, and sent on its way down the esophagus by the swallow reflex. Those with HD are at serious risk of choking, aspirating and even suffocating.

Preventing these problems in advanced HD is an on-going challenge to a caregiver. Stuffing too much food into the mouth, gasping for air, gulping liquids, and poorly coordinating the complex movements needed to bite, chew, move, and swallow food increase the likelihood that food will unintentionally be aspirated. A speech therapist can make recommendations regarding positioning the patient, texture of food and other issues that will make swallowing easier.

Proper positioning assures that the person is comfortable, reduces involuntary movements, inhibits reflexes and accommodates any postural changes caused by dystonia. A “chin-tuck” maneuver can help to direct food toward the esophagus. Sitting upright with support for the head and neck can help to avoid the hyperextension of the neck that increases the risk of choking.

As a general rule, thicker and colder liquids are easier to swallow. Thin liquids are the most difficult because they are virtually impossible to control within the mouth. Water may be particularly dangerous! However, liquids from coffee to orange juice to soft drinks can be combined with commercially available thickeners, which change the texture without significantly changing the taste. Drinking through a straw nearly always makes it easier to swallow liquids, especially thin ones, by limiting the amount taken at a time and by directing it to the back of the mouth. Check the length of the straw: one that is too long can injure the back of the throat or cause choking.

There are many different styles of “sport” bottles, cups and mugs available today. Many of them are insulated to keep drinks hot or cold and have flexible straws attached. Since they have been designed to facilitate drinking liquids in a moving car or while engaged in outdoor athletic activity, many of them have grips
that make them easier to hold, straws or “sippy” spouts that guide the liquid to the mouth and covers that prevent spills. They are widely available throughout North America. Many people with HD find one that is particularly effective and comfortable and carry it with them throughout the day. Cups with spout-style covers are also available in medical supply stores or catalogues.

It’s a common safety practice to ask the person you’re helping to do a “dry swallow” (that is, a swallow with no food or liquid in the mouth), after each time food is swallowed. Pay close attention to food temperature: many people with HD have an altered sense of temperature and may burn their tongue or mouth on hot foods. Some people with HD tend to “stuff” food; that is, place more food than they can possibly chew and swallow into their mouth as quickly as possible. This behavior greatly increases the risk of choking and aspiration and should be discouraged. Providing or feeding them with a teaspoon will encourage small amounts per mouthful.

It’s a difficult period when chorea progresses to a degree that the person with HD isn’t regularly getting enough food into his mouth for adequate nutrition, and a large amount of food is wasted in the struggle to feed himself. Unaware of how nutritionally inefficient his eating has become, he may see your intervening to feed him most of his meal as a final loss and a symbol of his dependence on others for his sustenance. By assisting him with small parts of the meal earlier than he really needs your help, he may become accustomed to your help and be more willing to accept it when it is absolutely necessary for his safety and nutrition. For example, spooning a thick shake into his mouth at the end of a tiresome meal or placing a few pieces of a snack into his mouth at various intervals throughout the day may gradually help him to accept this degree of assistance.

A final thought: since this person may be hungry, tired, irritable and unable to wait, it may be wise to help him eat first if you have several people to assist at the same meal, even though he may take longer to assist than others in your care. If you can provide the person with HD with a comfortable experience eating, meal after meal, then you are an excellent caregiver!

**Coughing, Choking, and Aspiration Pneumonia**

If you’ve helped someone with a swallowing disorder to eat, you know that it is often a difficult task for both of you. You might recall him coughing after swallowing a mouthful of food and waiting through that tense moment for him to stop and take his next breath to assure you that he is not choking. Never consider coughing during a meal as a routine part of eating. Coughing is a defensive reflex to prevent choking. Consider it Mother Nature’s alarm that there is a serious problem to be addressed immediately. Report coughing while eating to your supervisory nurse immediately for assessment.

Choking, indeed, is a very serious risk factor. Be aware of this every time you help someone with HD to eat a meal. Most people with HD develop a swallowing disorder, or “dysphagia,” at some point in the course of their disease. Often the first sign is a serious unanticipated choking episode. Choking and aspiration pneumonia are not uncommon causes of death in people with HD. Individuals with swallowing problems need to have their temperature and lung sounds monitored regularly for signs of pneumonia.
Learn the Heimlich maneuver so you’ll be prepared to respond to a choking incident. Make sure everyone who assists this person to eat is practiced in the maneuver. It may be reassuring to explain or demonstrate it to him if he has previously had a serious choking incident. Listen very carefully to the instructions you are given on how to help this person eat his meal. Take no shortcuts; take your time. Check for proper positioning every time you put food in his mouth. Eliminate as many possible distractions in the room as you can. Double-check the texture of the food that’s been specially prepared for him. Be certain liquids are thickened!

Remember, this person may be very hungry and very tired and want to race through the meal. Take your time for safety’s sake. If helping him eat takes too long or is too tiring for him, arrange to have him eat less food more often throughout the day.

Some Warning Signs of Swallowing Problems

Any one of these signs could indicate a serious problem with swallowing. Consult your physician or nursing supervisor immediately.

- Clearing the throat frequently.
- A voice that sounds wet or “gurgly.”
- Spoken or nonverbal expressions about fear of eating, swallowing, or choking.
- A delay in swallowing after food has been chewed.
- Holding food or liquid in the mouth without swallowing it.
- Exaggerated movements of the jaw, lips, or tongue.
- Tilting the head back to eat or drink.
- Swallowing several times on one bite.
- Food or liquid falling out of the mouth.
- Food left in the mouth after swallowing or finishing a meal.
- Coughing during or after the meal.
- Fatigue or exhaustion after or during the meal.
- Significant weight loss over time.

Creating Culinary Masterpieces with Puréed Foods

Physicians or speech/language therapists may recommend that people with serious swallowing problems and an increased risk of choking eat a diet of purée consistency. At home or in long-term care facilities this is typically done by placing each item of a meal into a food processor and blending it beyond recognition, except for its basic color. As if the anxiety of choking were not enough, looking forward to a daily menu of mush that looks like commercial baby food only adds further insult to injury. However, there is an alternative. You can plan and prepare an entire menu cycle of molded dishes, casseroles and loaves that taste, smell and look appetizing but are the consistency of purée.

During the holiday season, department and specialty stores sell plastic candy molds to make lollipops or chocolates in your kitchen. Like those molds of bunnies, Santas, and ghosts, molds of chicken legs, pork chops, broccoli florets, pear halves, and fish filets are also available. A selection of these will make your meals much more attractive.

For example, cook a chicken, remove its meat, place it in a food processor, and blend it to purée consistency. Add bread crumbs, egg whites or a commercially available thickening product. Then place this
chicken mixture on a plastic sheet with multiple chicken legs molded into it and freeze it. When chicken is on the menu, pop one leg from the mold, baste it, and heat it in a convection oven. It maintains its molded shape and your kitchen smells like you’re cooking chicken!

With gravy and garnish, it looks and smells just like the unaltered chicken the rest of the family is having for dinner. It has the consistency of a chicken pâté. It looks so real, it’s not uncommon for nurses’ aides to return molded food to the kitchen because it looks like kitchen staff forgot to purée it!

By planning a menu of these molded dishes and loaves (meat loaf, for example) and casseroles (tuna casserole, for example) and paying close attention to its required consistency, you can serve this puréed cuisine as an alternative to “baby food” in a three-section plate, originally designed for infants. Nearly every major institutional food supplier in North America distributes these molds to long-term care facilities, hospitals and other health care settings. Depending on the size of the facility, it rarely incurs additional costs or labor hours in the dietary department to prepare these puréed foods in molds. At home, one Saturday of cooking and molding can produce enough molded dishes to last many weeks.

**FEEDING TUBES**

As swallowing becomes increasingly impaired, eating by mouth compromises adequate nutrition. At this point some people with HD may choose to receive their nutrition through a gastrostomy tube. Although it is a relatively minor surgical procedure, placement of a feeding tube has greater implications than simply enhancing nutrition. Deciding whether or not to have a feeding tube forces the individual and his family to confront difficult emotional or spiritual issues about extending life, the quality of life, and providing basic sustenance to prevent starvation. These are very personal decisions, and your understanding and support are needed.

Placement of a gastrostomy tube (commonly called a “g-tube”), a peri-epigastric tube (commonly called a “PEG”), or a jejunostomy tube (commonly called a “j-tube”) may not mean that it is no longer possible to eat by mouth. It is often good practice to continue to take some favorite foods orally. Remember, too, that placement of a feeding tube can be a short-term intervention to help build body weight so that the individual can resume eating primarily by mouth.

If an HD patient has a feeding tube, the spot where the tube is placed is particularly prone to infection. Look at this area closely whenever
you feed or change him. Pay close attention to washing, rinsing, and drying the skin around the tube when you assist him with bathing.

Remember to wash your own hands. Follow any special instructions you may be given to keep the tube and the area around it clean. Be sure to report any signs of infection to your supervisory nurse so they may be assessed. Be sure that he is always positioned so that his head is above the level of his stomach to prevent regurgitation or aspiration.

People with severe chorea may find that the area around the tube becomes sore or tender from the repeated involuntary movements of the arms and legs touching or pushing against the area around the tube. Some may find the site so irritating that they tug at the tube, which loosens it. They may injure themselves or even remove the tube. To protect them from accidentally irritating the area or to prevent having to replace the tube, a doctor may order a binder to wear over the site. It’s important to put the binder on correctly. If the binder does not fit snugly and smoothly, it will further irritate the skin rather than soothe the discomfort.

---

**When Considering a Feeding Tube**

Many people with HD and their families struggle with the decision of whether or not to use a feeding tube. It is never an easy decision, and it is best made well in advance of a crisis. Here are some considerations about feeding tubes.

**A feeding tube may be called for if:**
- there is a nutritional crisis.
- there is a hydration crisis.
- there is repeated aspiration pneumonia.
- there is a severe swallowing problem.
- there is great fear of choking or aspirating.
- it makes continuing an active life easier.
- there are other conditions, disorders, or complications.

**Placement of a feeding tube may be appropriate if previous attempts at continuing to eat by mouth have included:**
- changes in position.
- changes in the consistency of the food.
- a speech therapist's swallowing evaluation.

**Placement of a feeding tube may be appropriate after the following interventions have been tried without success:**
- medication to make swallowing easier.
- interaction between the person and those helping him to eat.
- adjustments to the environment in which he’s eating.
- achievement of a greater degree of relaxation while eating.
- consideration of any other psychological factors.

In some cases placement of a feeding tube may be detrimental. The “right” decision requires that everyone involved make every effort to make their contribution as informed as possible.
As HD progresses, the muscles that support an upright neck and trunk grow weak. As a result, people with HD tend to hold their head in a forward or hanging position and slump their shoulders. Changes in muscle tone cause some people to have asymmetrical posturing in their trunk, arms or legs. This creates the appearance that they're leaning forward, backwards or to one side. The normal, unconscious reflexes to prevent falling become slower. It gets increasingly difficult to keep from falling or to avoid injury during a fall.

Walking is more and more difficult as balance becomes progressively impaired. Although it may appear that the involuntary movements cause falls, research has shown that this may not be the case. Instead, falling is more likely to occur as people with HD develop stiffness and rigidity and as their balance deteriorates. Because most of the medication used to treat chorea can cause or worsen rigidity, many physicians prefer not to treat chorea unless it is very severe.

Consider footwear when trying to prevent falls. As strength in certain foot muscles decreases, sensory changes in the feet may also be taking place. This can lead to abnormal foot placement when walking and, consequently, tripping. Although orthotics may have been helpful earlier, high-topped sneakers with a wide heel or light-weight work boots are more likely to help in later stages. Avoid high heels, sandals and other shoes that offer little support. Check for wear regularly. Shoes in poor repair cause falls.

Three of the most common places that falls occur are in front of a chair, a toilet, or a bed. Turning to sit down requires the HD individual to place all his weight on one foot, to balance, and to pivot on it for a moment. If the ability to balance on one foot is impaired, the person may fall. Similarly, if judgement or spatial awareness is impaired, he is likely to misjudge his distance from the bed, chair or toilet. He may turn to sit and miss it completely, falling to the floor. Teaching simple strategies to compensate for these problems helps to reduce falls or prevents them altogether.

One such strategy is to teach a simple procedure called “touch-turn-sit.” Instruct the person to bend over slightly and actually touch the chair, toilet, or the side of the bed before turning to sit on it. Touching the chair assures him that he is close enough to sit in it. Touching also provides support for better balance. Here is another easy procedure to prevent falls: when he is getting up out of a chair, teach him to place his hands on his knees and lean forward. This, in effect, brings his trunk forward—a better position for getting up.
It may be difficult to convince someone to wear a hard bicycle or hockey helmet for protection from injuries to the head due to falls, especially if no one else around him is wearing one. Sometimes a soft head protector, made of leather bands with a Velcro chin strap, is more easily accepted. Although certainly not fashionable, they offer some protection from striking the head while falling. Sadly, it’s often right after a fall that someone is most willing to try wearing one. Thinking about head protection before falls become severe may help to avoid serious injury. Setting up a schedule to wear one for a very short period each day is a way to introduce it. To allow the person wearing the helmet to maintain some control over his day, he can select which time to wear it.

Caregiver Tips

**Consider these environmental changes to prevent falls:**
- Stabilize furniture so that it cannot move.
- Use chairs with armrests and high backs.
- Clear rooms of any unnecessary furniture.
- Remove scatter rugs and high-pile carpeting.
- Remove tables and lamps from frequently used household pathways.
- Pad furniture or doorways if they’re hit often.
- Use sliding doors.
- Round off sharp corners of furniture or fixtures.

**You can also reduce or prevent falls if you...**
- don’t call a person with HD from behind, causing him to turn quickly and lose balance.
- don’t interrupt him suddenly.
- don’t give a medication while he is standing.
- don’t try to stop him from “bouncing off the wall.” (Some individuals with dystonia walk quickly up on their toes. This gives the appearance that they are about to walk into or bounce off the wall. Rarely do they ever touch the wall. However, well-meaning people often actually cause falls in their efforts to protect them from hitting walls.)

### About Helmets and Other Padding

As he struggles to maintain his independent mobility in the face of balance problems and the other complications caused by the movement disorder, he will inevitably fall. As often as falls may occur, they can never be accepted as commonplace events. Even minor falls can lead to cuts that require stitches, or cause painful bruises, broken bones, or injury to the brain. Anyone who has fallen should be examined carefully. Changes in movement, mood, thinking or neurological function could be a warning sign of a subdural hematoma, or bruise on the brain, even if the changes develop a few days after the fall. Notify your supervisor or a physician immediately if you see these kinds of changes in someone who has fallen.

It may be difficult to convince someone to wear a hard bicycle or hockey helmet for protection from injuries to the head due to falls, especially if no one else around him is wearing one. Sometimes a soft head protector, made of leather bands with a Velcro chin strap, is more easily accepted. Although certainly not fashionable, they offer some protection from striking the head while falling. Sadly, it’s often right after a fall that someone is most willing to try wearing one. Thinking about head protection before falls become severe may help to avoid serious injury. Setting up a schedule to wear one for a very short period each day is a way to introduce it. To allow the person wearing the helmet to maintain some control over his day, he can select which time to wear it.

Some people repeatedly injure their heads with falls. Others seem to repeatedly injure one elbow or both knees when they fall. Wearing hockey-type protectors for the joint or joints may help to prevent traumatic joint swelling.
Nutshell Case Study:
Introduce Assistance Before It’s Needed

When Andrea first came to her nursing home about three years ago, she had significant balance problems from her HD and had seriously injured herself falling. But she was determined to continue walking alone! Andrea’s gait and strength improved for a while but, given the severity of her problems, it was inevitable that she would soon need assistance walking.

Physiotherapists began a daily program of teaching her how to wear a helmet and use a walker before she absolutely needed one. Andrea practiced her “workout” every day as her “coaches” would encourage her to practice her balance exercises with a helmet on. They taught her how to use a walker and practiced those skills before she needed them. One day she had a serious fall. It was suggested that she wear the helmet full-time. The idea stuck; she agreed. Three months later another fall prompted the introduction of the walker on a full-time basis. Already familiar with it, she accepted it readily. Over the next six months she had far fewer falls.

As soon as Andrea accepted the walker, her coaches started to teach her how to use a wheelchair as part of her daily workout, long before she actually needed it. She especially enjoyed doing “wheelies” when visitors were watching. Eighteen months later, Andrea began to fall frequently in the evening. She agreed when it was suggested that she use the wheelchair just at supper time and in the evening. Again, she had far fewer falls.

Progressively introducing assistive devices earlier than actually needed prevents their introduction from becoming a symbol of yet another loss of function. The same principle can be used with eating assistance as well as wearing adult incontinence pads.

About Walkers

Although a walker is not helpful for many people with moderate or severe chorea, these devices can work well for those who are able to maintain a firm grasp. With a stable base, the rollator or rolling walker has been especially helpful to many people because it allows a physiotherapist to set its hand grips in a way that shifts the patient’s center of gravity forward. Although they are simple devices, many physical and dynamic factors need to be considered in selecting one. Consult a physiotherapist to evaluate which type of walker best matches his abilities and disabilities. Occasionally some may benefit from wrist or ankle weights to decrease chorea.

Some people with HD get around by themselves in “merrywalkers,” a type of walker whose seat is suspended by straps from a wheeled frame (see Walking Devices in Appendix IV). These are best used in homes or facilities with ample space to accommodate their considerable size.
The importance of choosing the right type of wheelchair cannot be overstated. Selecting an appropriate wheelchair prolongs mobility, prevents deformity, conserves energy, and allows the individual with HD to do many activities without help. A poorly selected wheelchair can discourage mobility, contribute to deformity, and jeopardize safety.

Many people with HD have an easier time propelling a wheelchair with their feet than they do with their hands. If this is the case, your physiotherapist will likely recommend a “hemi-height” or “drop seat” wheelchair so that the person can firmly plant his feet on the floor.

It may be very difficult to find an appropriate wheelchair or “seating system” for some individuals. They have involuntary movements, rigid or fluctuating muscle tone, unstable posture, and an inability to modulate the force of their movement. One option is the Broda™ semi-reclining chair. It has a wide base of support, can be pushed easily in any direction, has a deeply angled seat, and is padded to prevent injury. Its

---

**About Fatigue**

We know when we’re tired. The people around us know when we’re tired as well. Recognizing our fatigue, we might yawn and say, “I’m exhausted. I’ve been on my feet all day.” Our eyes may droop so that a friend says, “You look beat.” We walk a bit slower and talk a bit more softly. It usually happens at the end of the day or after an extended period of work. You usually don’t have to know someone well to know when they’re tired.

In the more advanced stages of Huntington’s Disease, fatigue affects people dramatically, but it is often difficult for caregivers to recognize it for several reasons. We are not accustomed to seeing someone very tired early in the day. The person with HD may not be able to communicate how he feels in words, but his behavior or his motor function may get worse. People with HD use great effort for simple things like walking and standing and may become fatigued early in the day. After a half-hour struggle to chew and swallow safely, trying to sit up straight and frightened all the while of choking, breakfast can be exhausting. When a person who has problems with balance, poor posture, and severely impaired walking falls down one afternoon it comes as no surprise. It is not always obvious, however, that the primary reason for the fall was fatigue. If there is a pattern to behavior or motor problems that a particular person shows, consider whether fatigue is playing a role. Offer a nap or rearrange the daily routine to better fit the person’s needs and abilities.

**About Wheelchairs**

The importance of choosing the right type of wheelchair cannot be overstated. Selecting an appropriate wheelchair prolongs mobility, prevents deformity, conserves energy, and allows the individual with HD to do many activities without help. A poorly selected wheelchair can discourage mobility, contribute to deformity, and jeopardize safety.

Many people with HD have an easier time propelling a wheelchair with their feet than they do with their hands. If this is the case, your physiotherapist will likely recommend a “hemi-height” or “drop seat” wheelchair so that the person can firmly plant his feet on the floor.

It may be very difficult to find an appropriate wheelchair or “seating system” for some individuals. They have involuntary movements, rigid or fluctuating muscle tone, unstable posture, and an inability to modulate the force of their movement. One option is the Broda™ semi-reclining chair. It has a wide base of support, can be pushed easily in any direction, has a deeply angled seat, and is padded to prevent injury. Its

---

**Caregiver Tips**

To prevent fatigue:

- Schedule and allow rest periods throughout the day.
- Offer the use of a wheelchair at the time of day when the patient usually gets tired.
frame is made of tubular steel and covered with a plastic webbing with a lot of “give.” New models allow the chair to tilt so that the user’s position can be easily changed and pressure spots relieved. Bands that lie across the thighs to prevent the user from sliding out of the chair can be attached to it. Chest pads for those needing additional trunk support are also available. This chair, as well as other adapted or specialty chairs, are widely available and often reduce the need for other restraints.

**Selecting a Wheelchair**

Selecting an appropriate wheelchair is a team effort involving the person using it, his caregivers, his physician and his physiotherapist. To determine the best wheelchair, physiotherapists make these considerations:

- Does the chair restrain the person as little as possible?
- Does it allow enough room to move freely and without injury?
- Are its hard surfaces and sharp edges padded?
- Does it allow the user to get into and out of it easily?
- If appropriate, does it provide independent mobility?
- Does it offer solid steady support for the feet?
- Does its height allow it to be used at a table or with a lap tray?
- Will involuntary movements cause the chair to tip over?

*Adapted from Lori Quinn, Ed.D., P.T.*

**AVOIDING RESTRAINTS**

The long-term care industry has made great strides in reducing the use of restraints in the last five years. However, the use of restraints is not uncommon among residents with HD in long-term care facilities, even though it may be particularly risky in this group of residents. Restraints do not prevent involuntary movements but can lead to injury of the limb, chest or abdomen, or even strangulation. Adam and Brenda serve as two examples.

**Nutshell Case Study:**

**Alternatives to Restraints**

Adam has involuntary movements and keeps sliding down and out of his wheelchair. To help him remain seated in the chair, his nursing home staff restrain him with a seat belt. A more thorough assessment of his movement disorder might suggest a high-back seat, increased seat depth, foot supports, arm rests, and padding to prevent him from sliding out of the chair without the risk of a belt restraint.

Brenda’s balance is impaired. She has a deficit in spatial awareness and impulse control disorder. She’s always hungry and never sits still. She constantly stands up from her wheelchair and quickly falls down. Brenda’s nurses and therapists initially recommended a waist restraint to keep her safe in
her chair and to prevent her from falling. On further reflection, though, they came up with alternatives to restraint. Anticipating Brenda’s needs and wants, they arranged a daily routine by scheduling periods out of her chair to walk with supervision, to eat more frequent smaller meals, and to get out of her chair to relax on a couch or bed. They also use bed and chair alarms to alert them when she gets up so they can quickly respond to her.

**ABOUT BEDS**

Although most people with HD have no involuntary movements while sleeping, many have difficulty remaining in their beds. Deficits in spatial awareness make it difficult to sense the edge of the bed. Although bed rails provide protection for some, in other cases, they may serve as nothing more than objects to bang up against, or they may serve merely as obstacles to climb over when the patient feels an urge to go to the bathroom in the middle of the night.

For those who walk, “low beds,” which are between 4 to 8 inches off the floor, may be safer. A thin, high-density mat can be placed on the floor next to the side used most often. In some cases one side rail may be left up and paddled with a few inches of foam, leaving the other one down for easy access.

In the presence of very severe chorea when side rails are necessary but traditional side rail pads are inadequate, an alternative method of padding may be necessary. A foam mattress overlay (Ultraform, for example) can be easily cut in half lengthwise with an electric knife. This creates two side rail pads with enough padding left over to pad the head and foot boards. The pads, covered with thin plastic and a sheet, are secured to the side rails by clip-style buckles with belts of webbing. This should protect the patient from bruising or abrasion.

A few individuals seem to “vault” out of their beds. This is caused by an inability to regulate or “modulate” the force of voluntary movement. The large muscle groups in the legs are used while turning over or adjusting the position in bed. Large poorly modulated extensions and contractions of these muscle groups can result in the individual flipping out of bed. There are no traditional beds available that allow a great deal of freedom of movement and protection from serious injury from the vaulting. One possible solution to this problem is to build a modified Craig bed. A platform the size of a standard double-bed mattress is built 8 inches off the floor with four “walls” 4 feet high padded with foam and covered with smooth vinyl. One side of the bed opens to allow access for transfers and care.

These beds are often criticized for their odd boxy appearance and the degree to which they shelter the person from stimulation in the room around them. However, experience has shown that people with HD who use them are grateful for a good night’s sleep, the chance to roll over and change position without “vaulting” out, and the opportunity to sit up without crashing into a side rail.

Other possible adaptations are simply placing mattresses on the floor, using a double or queen-size bed rather than a single or twin bed, and using chairs, lounges and beds made of molded foam.
Nutshell Case Study:
Physiotherapy Helps!

Tom reluctantly came to a nursing home because he was no longer able to live alone and had no family members who could help him. He looked depressed, unkempt and undernourished. He kept to himself as much as possible, avoiding staff and fellow residents as best he could. His depression was treated with medication and counseling and, in several weeks, his mood, appearance and nutrition were all improved.

Every day a “coach” from the physiotherapy staff visited Tom and chatted briefly with him in his room. When the coach learned that Tom, though not particularly athletic, enjoyed bicycle riding, she invited him to the physiotherapy “gymnasium” to ride the stationary bike. After three more weeks of the coach’s daily visits Tom rode the bike in the gym. After two visits to the gym, he agreed to a physiotherapy evaluation.

He had no significant chorea but his gait was affected by difficulty with balance. His poor posture, due to weak upper back muscles, and his lack of endurance compromised his pulmonary status. After eight weeks of “workouts” in the gym, Tom achieved his therapeutic goals as well as his personal goal to ride the stationary bike for twenty minutes without shortness of breath. He smiled, talked with fellow residents, and began to participate in other therapeutic groups. He was a changed man! Formally discharged from physiotherapy, he continued his daily workout in a group exercise program. Three months later his strength, balance, gait and respiratory status were all improved.

Exercise and Fitness

As the disease progresses, the individual with HD will decline in health and lead a more sedentary lifestyle. Although the disease process can’t be altered, a routine exercise program can help to address all areas of decline and help him become stronger, improve his balance and posture, and feel more in control of his body. With aerobic activity such as pedaling a stationary bike, it is possible to improve breathing, which in turn helps with breath control for talking and eating. Improvement in deep breathing can help him maintain his ability to cough effectively, which in turn helps prevent choking and aspiration pneumonia. People who regularly exercise are able to clear secretions more efficiently when they do have colds or pneumonia.
Sample Exercise Plan

All exercises should be done slowly, five to ten times each.

Arm Exercises:
1. Lie on your back with your legs straight. Stretch your arms overhead, hold the position momentarily, then relax.
2. Lie on your back with your legs straight and arms at your side. Make a fist, strongly straighten your arm, raise it about 30 degrees, hold it, open your fingers, then slowly lower your arm to the floor.

Breathing Exercises:
1. Close your mouth. Inhale through your nose while expanding your chest and abdomen. Hold for a few seconds. Exhale through the mouth as completely as possible.
2. Do it again; this time exhale through your nose and make the sound "mmm."
3. Now again, exhaling through your mouth while making the sound "ahhh."
4. Again and cough two times.
5. Again and this time swallow after you exhale.

Trunk Exercises:
1. Lie on your back with your knees bent and feet flat on the floor. Lift your hips up, hold the position, lower yourself down slowly, then relax.
2. Roll onto your stomach, then push yourself up on your hands and knees. Raise one arm forward, reach out and hold the position. Now lower your arm and raise the opposite leg up as straight as possible. Hold the leg up, then lower slowly. Repeat it with the other arm and leg.
3. Begin on your hands and knees, then lower your hips so that your shoulders, hips and knees are in a straight line. Now lift your feet off the ground, bend your elbows, and lower your upper body to the floor and back up in a modified push up.

Gross Motor and Balance Exercises:
1. Sit on the floor with your legs crossed. Try to keep your knees as low as possible. Now reverse your legs.
2. Sit on the floor with your back and legs straight. Reach for your toes. Hold that position. Repeat.
3. Standing with your feet six inches apart, shrug your shoulders up toward your ears, hold that position, then relax.
4. Walk forward with one foot in front of the other as if you were walking on a straight line. Now try it going backwards.
5. Stand on one foot. Count the number of seconds you can do it. Now do the other foot.
Many people with HD are reluctant to bathe in a tub or shower. There are many hard surfaces, protruding fixtures and close quarters to be considered. It may have been the site of previous falls. Standing naked before an unfamiliar caregiver can be humiliating. Perhaps the feeling of water is no longer pleasing and being splashed is very unpleasant. Maintaining both your modesty and balance while trying to help your helper to help you is certainly a tiring job!

Even though it is difficult, it is important for people with HD to bathe often. Many perspire profusely. Increased hunger and thirst require that they eat more food and drink more liquids, which leads to more frequent urination. Involuntary movements, dystonia, and problems with balance cause spills that soil both clothes and the people who wear them. Changes in the tone and weakness of the facial muscles, as well

**Personal Care**
as less effective and less frequent automatic swallowing, can cause some people to drool excessively. This frequent need for bathing means arranging times for bathing in the daily routine.

Try to keep the shower or bath as brief as possible by gathering everything necessary before beginning. Using a shower chair allows people with HD to focus all their energy and attention on bathing and not on balancing in the shower. Hand-held shower heads allow you to aim the water stream exactly where it’s needed, minimizing the movement required and cutting down on the splash when it’s held close to the body. People who have difficulty holding onto soap, facecloths, and sponges may still be able to lather up with bath mitts that fit right over the hand and require no grasping.

**TOILETING**

Extra attention needs to be given to the bathrooms used by people with chorea, dystonia, and problems with balance. “Flopping down” onto toilet fixtures loosens the hardware that holds the seat to the bowl, as well as the wax seal and fittings that hold it firmly to the floor. Men who stand to urinate may have difficulty keeping their urine stream aimed in the bowl. Loose seals and urine on the floor contribute to odor problems. Floors wet from urine or water are another hazard that contributes to falls. The widely available padded toilet seats may be helpful since they cushion the impact of “flopping down” onto the seat, and the padded cover may protect his back and the toilet tank as well.

**DRESSING**

Clothes should be changed and washed often. It’s helpful if they’re easy to get off and on and are durable enough to withstand many, many washings. They need to be loose enough to accommodate movements that are extraordinary in their range and frequency. Warm-up suits are often a good clothing choice for those who have difficulty with buttons or zippers. Patterned shirts and blouses camouflage spills and stains; single-color tops accentuate them. Fashionable patterned scarves may catch drool as effectively as institutional bibs. Many people with HD feel hot and prefer to have the thermostat turned down or fans blowing in their rooms. They may even feel comfortable wearing light cotton clothes in the wintertime.

Be sure to allow the HD patient to complete as much of his dressing routine as he can without assistance. Giving more assistance than is actually needed is a widely accepted, usually unnoticed, unintentional but harmful act against a person. It robs him, little by little, day by day, of what little independence he has remaining. It leaves him increasingly dependent and docile. Over time, you may teach him to be helpless. “Learned helplessness” is the inevitable consequence of caregivers unwilling to make or take the time to allow people to do what they can do for themselves.
Sometimes one particular caregiver or family member can get the resident to do things that no one else can. Respecting this preference, by allowing that caregiver to work with the resident as often as possible, can be a comfort to the resident, family and staff.

**Dental Care**

Having someone else put a toothbrush or anything else into your mouth is an uncomfortable experience. When you can’t hold your head still and have difficulty speaking fluently, it’s frightening—even more so when that person is someone unfamiliar to you. Anxiety can intensify chorea and make it more difficult to help. Toothbrushing will be a comfortable activity if the person needing help and their helper take a few moments to relax together and to position themselves in such a way that the helper can gently stabilize the head.

The importance of oral and dental care increases as the disease progresses into its more advanced stages. The HD patient may breathe in his own saliva. Effectively cleaning the mouth minimizes the bacteria that can be aspirated and reduces the risk of infection. Sometimes dipping the toothbrush in mouthwash rather than toothpaste is preferred since it can be difficult to spit out toothpaste. Cleaning the teeth and mouth should be done after main meals and, most importantly, at bedtime.

HD presents a series of unique problems related to dental care. Due to involuntary movement and changes of muscle tone in the mouth, “bruxism” or teeth grinding is not uncommon. Sometimes people regurgitate food. Over time stomach acid can damage tooth enamel, weakening the teeth and leaving them susceptible to breakage or decay. Assessing pain in the mouth or teeth can be difficult when the person with HD can’t communicate clearly.

**In Summary...**

HD damages the brain so profoundly that it changes movement, emotions and thought. These changes affect the person with HD in ways that are difficult to understand. He may resist taking a shower, changing his clothes and brushing his teeth. He may see your prompting as nagging, your direction as patronizing and your insistence as antagonism.

A decreased interest in self-care is typical in HD. Establish a self-care routine. Understand the problems. Set clear expectations. Give no more assistance than needed to start or finish an activity. His disinterest is driven by the disease, not a lack of concern about his appearance or hygiene. He really needs your help and support in this area!
NOTES
At different times, you’ll find the HD individual is distracted, confused, uncooperative, angry and withdrawn. He may demand things from you immediately. He may angrily challenge you as you try to protect him from injury. He may refuse to do therapeutic exercises with you. He may even yell and threaten when you ask him to do the simplest things.

When you’re trying your hardest to give him the best possible care in very challenging circumstances, it’s difficult not to take it all personally. As unpleasant as it may be to care for someone behaving this way, never forget that the problems you’re facing are caused by Huntington’s Disease. They are not caused by a dislike for you, by a spiteful attempt to make your job more difficult or because he’s a bad person. He is not the problem. The behavior that comes from changes in his brain is the problem for both of you.

A critical component of your care is to look carefully at his actions to try to determine their cause. Often, what is labeled as “inappropriate behavior” is an attempt by the individual, through great impediments caused by the disease, to express his needs or preferences. The better we are at understanding them, the smoother your caregiving relationship.

Nutshell Case Study:

“Would you kindly warm this up a bit?”

Patricia has HD and lives in a nursing home. For several days, she threw her breakfast tray onto the floor every morning. The nurse and aide caring for her saw her “agitation” and attributed it to HD. The nurse reported Patricia’s misbehavior to her physician, who ordered an antipsychotic drug, Haldol, for the “agitation.” However, further investigation by an aide more familiar with her showed that she had a complaint that she couldn’t express verbally: her coffee was cold. Given fresh hot coffee, the problem was resolved without medication.

The best caregivers understand that “inappropriate” behavior may be an attempt to express needs or preferences despite the many impediments and all the impairments caused by HD.
Here are some of the ways that changes in the brain affect the person in your care. By understanding these changes, you may be able to better “read” his needs and preferences, and also find new ways to do the things he wants to do, despite the losses.

**Slower Thinking**

People in the more advanced stages of HD no longer think and process information as quickly as they once did. Simply put, there are fewer healthy neurons available to process information. This often causes a delay in responding to your requests, questions, or comments. In fact, you may learn that there is a consistent predictable lag of several seconds before he responds. You may ask, “Would you like to go shopping today?” Five seconds later you’ve still not received an answer and you’ve gone on to someone else. But ten seconds from when you asked him, he may say, “Yes!” Too often, caregivers mistake the delayed response to mean “No!” No response may not mean “No.” Allow more time than usual for him to respond. Once you’ve recognized a delay in responding, you will be able to wait more easily. You may also find that you can anticipate responses with surprising precision!

Despite all the challenges the cognitive disorder presents, people want to continue to care for themselves, dress themselves, bathe themselves, and eat independently. When they don’t respond or do it as quickly as you and I, there is often urgency on our part to do it for them. By understanding his cognitive deficits and anticipating processing delays, you can wait for him to respond and allow him to participate in his own care. Those who don’t understand the deficits and delay can actively rob him of his independence or teach him to be helpless.

*Nutshell Case Study: Difficulty Getting Started*

Mark wakes up and sits on the side of his bed. “Good morning, Mark! Breakfast is ready downstairs.” Five minutes later he is still sitting there. “Mark, it’s time to wash up and eat breakfast!” Five more minutes pass and he’s still there. You approach him, hand him the washcloth and toothbrush, motion toward the bathroom door and say, “Here you go, Mark, start by washing up!” Five minutes later he has washed his face, brushed his teeth and is dressing himself.

Sometimes initiating an activity—just getting it started—is very difficult. Just like Mark did, people may need a “jump start” from you. Do the first few steps of an activity with them or for them and you may find they complete the rest of it without your help. By allowing them to complete it themselves, you are actively helping them maintain their independence.
DIFFICULTY LEARNING

There is a myth that people with HD cannot learn new information. If he has learned your name and can find his own room, he has already disproved that myth! As HD progresses, it is certainly true that learning new complex notions and concepts becomes progressively more difficult. If people tend to learn by doing, it may take the HD patient many more repetitions or opportunities to learn. If they tend to learn by trial and error, then the person affected by HD may not learn from their mistakes the first time they make them. But believing the myth that people with HD cannot learn new information can become a cruel self-fulfilling expectation. Try to give him all the opportunities he needs in order to learn new information.

Because learning can be more difficult, it’s helpful to keep your instructions and directions as specific as possible. For example, saying, “Please hang your coat up in the closet” is more easily understood than, “Please put your clothes away.”

DIFFICULTY ORGANIZING ACTION

Many of the activities we engage in every day involve long sequences of smaller activities. Peeling, slicing, boiling or frying vegetables, cooking meat in an oven, and setting a table are all parts of preparing a meal. Choosing clothes, putting on underwear, socks, shirts, pants, and a sweater, buckling a belt, zipping zippers and buttoning shirts are all parts of dressing. These sequences of activity become “second nature” or “automatic” and we think little about them when we can do them. Unconsciously, we’ve organized the information and actions required to complete them. Some people have difficulty organizing these sequences of activity at some point in the course of their HD. This may explain why some wear a blouse over a sweater, misbutton a shirt or wear no socks. Writing lists of the steps involved in lengthy or complex activities may be helpful. You may list in order the steps required to get dressed and tape them on a bureau. Posting schedules of daily activities and the time to do them may help organize the day.

NEED FOR ROUTINE AND CONSISTENCY

Picture this. Someone smiles and tells you, “It’s time for breakfast!” You’ve eaten breakfast every day of your adult life, but you’re not exactly sure what this means. You’re partially dressed, so you quickly run through what you have to do before eating. It’s confusing. You can’t think as quickly as you once did, and you stand there for a while, just thinking and trying to get going. A noise in the other room distracts you. Now you can’t remember what you were trying to do in the first place! You just can’t figure out what to do next.
It is disturbing to see someone with severe chorea or impaired judgement get into a car and drive off. In the more advanced stages of HD it is just as disturbing to see him, with severe chorea and profoundly impaired balance, get up out of his wheelchair and try to walk, only to fall down. He tries to light a cigarette, even though he can’t hold the cigarette still in his mouth or get the lighter close to the end of the cigarette. It’s easy to say these people are in “denial” about their disability, using a psychological defense mechanism in which they refuse to accept their limitations.

This becomes a great source of concern and anxiety to those around them, but the behavior may actually be due to a neurological lack of self-awareness, an inability to accurately perceive themselves. Someone with readily apparent chorea will often tell you that he is unaware of it! When you “confront him” with examples of his own disordered movement or disability, you are asking him to look at something he just can’t see. Interestingly, some individuals, even as they deny that they have chorea or HD, will accept

A NEUROLOGICAL LACK OF SELF-AWARENESS

You’re distracted, confused, and annoyed. At noon you hear someone shout, “Lunch is ready.” And it starts all over again.

If you’re confused and don’t know what to do next, sometimes you do nothing. When you’re confused, sometimes it’s easy to get angry. When you’re confused, you don’t know what to expect next. In fact, not knowing what’s happening next is exactly what’s confusing you! It’s a relief to know what to do next. Although we take it for granted, there is great comfort in knowing what’s going to happen next. That comfort comes from consistency.

A consistent sequence of events or “routine” enables many people in the more advanced stages of HD to go about their daily activities without disruption, with greater independence, and in good spirits. Consistency comes from doing the same thing, in the same order, at the same time, in the same way, each and every day. When today’s events are the same as yesterday’s events and those of the day before, it’s easy for the HD patient to know what’s next in his day. This routine helps him to predict the day, gives him confidence that he can do whatever is asked of him, builds trust between him and you, minimizes distractions that can disrupt daily activity and makes it easier for him to perform at his best. You’ve established a routine in which he can succeed.

In nursing homes, where there are shifts and many personnel changes three times every day, sometimes it is difficult to deliver care as consistently as we would like. Consider posting daily schedules in the resident’s room and providing specific notations in the chart about his daily schedule, noting the importance of consistency for him and his dependence on his routine. If you’re unable to keep to his daily routine, then let him know the day before. This way he will not be surprised. He will have enough time to dwell on the change and the change will not become a disruption. Whatever routine you establish, be sure it’s easy to follow. Once it’s in place, it’s difficult to change. A caregiver who establishes a daily routine for the HD patient provides the best care. There is comfort in consistency and power in routine.
You need to know when to “back off.” As difficult as it may be, if an individual’s poor judgement does not hurt anyone, you might consider allowing him to do what he wishes to do. You may be allowing him to come to your point of view for himself.

**POOR JUDGEMENT**

Caregivers are often concerned when they see someone with HD using poor judgement. They often become involved in “power struggles” as they try to dissuade him from doing something they prefer that he not do.

---

**Nutshell Case Study:**

**Maureen’s Cold Bath**

Maureen has had HD for ten years. She lives in a nursing home. One night she wanted to take a bath. Several residents on her floor had just completed taking showers that evening. The hot water was not keeping up with demand and was running from the faucet at room temperature. As she gathered her shampoo, towel and bathrobe, her nurse aide came to assist her by drawing the water for her tub. The tub half-filled, her aide turned off the water and put her hand in to check the temperature. “Brrrrr! That’s cold!” she told Maureen. “Too cold for a bath! You’ll have to wait until there’s more hot water!”

Unfazed by the aide’s report of cold water, Maureen began to get undressed for her bath. “You can’t take a bath, it’s too cold!” the aide told her. “I don’t care; I just want a bath,” she persisted. “Listen, Maureen, you’re going to have to wait; it’s too cold to bathe!” scolded the aide. Maureen was angry and quickly getting angrier. She began to disrobe and move toward the tub. “No, said her aide, you can’t take a bath now!”

Another nurse aide heard the escalating commotion and joined them in the bathroom. She didn’t believe it was worth getting into an argument or worse with Maureen over the water temperature of a bath. She told her fellow aide that she had a good rapport with Maureen and that she’d work it out with her. “I want to take a bath now!” Maureen shouted at her new aide. “OK,” said the new aide, “let me help you get in.” Lifting her leg to get in the tub, her toe touched the water. “It’s freezing! I can’t take a bath in that! I’ll wait for hot water!” she exclaimed. Problem solved; confrontation avoided.

You need to know when to “back off.” As difficult as it may be, if an individual’s poor judgement does not hurt anyone, you might consider allowing him to do what he wishes to do. You may be allowing him to come to your point of view for himself.
**Difficult Waiting**

An experienced caregiver observed, “People with advanced HD can’t wait.” As absolute as that sounds, it’s based on a sensitive observation of the difficulty people have when struggling to control their impulses. When they want something, they want it now. Their demands are driven by the damage to their brain caused by the disease. They may be impatient, unrealistic, angry, selfish, and imposing but, because of their impaired ability to inhibit themselves and to control their impulses when they can’t do something, they just can’t wait.

If someone asks for your assistance, give it to him right away or as soon as practically possible. As disruptive as it may be to you, it’ll be more efficient for you in the long run. If you’re unable to assist him right away, try to set a specific time when you will realistically be available to help him. For example, you might say, “I’ll do that for you in fifteen minutes at four o’clock.” Be sure to keep your promise! Do not leave your time frame open-ended by using phrases such as “as soon as I’m finished what I’m doing.” This will frustrate both of you as he will inevitably reapproach you many times before you’re ready to help him. Asking him to wait is asking him to do something that he may be neurologically incapable of doing. Always make the effort to anticipate what he’ll need and eliminate the wait!

**Mistaking the Movement Disorder for Misbehavior**

It is not uncommon for some caregivers to misinterpret some disordered movements as “misbehavior,” or “inappropriate” or even “aggressive” behavior. Consider the following examples. You help Henry walk down the hallway holding onto a gait belt. Suddenly he slumps to the floor. You gently nudge him and ask him to get back up on his feet. As you attempt to assist him, you realize he’s become “dead weight.” Now back on his feet, together you take several more strides down the hallway and again he slumps to the ground, testing the patience of even the most understanding caregiver. You suspect he’s doing this intentionally, perhaps “for attention.”

As you watch and help Michelle to eat her lunch, you guide her hand to scoop a spoonful of potatoes off her plate. As she lifts the spoon toward her mouth, she drops it. The potatoes land on her bib, her lap, her tray, and on the floor. You clean them up a bit before you prompt her to scoop another spoonful. Halfway to her mouth, she drops the spoon again! More on her bib, tray, lap, and floor. None in her mouth. Frustrated by the ever-increasing mess, the “wasted” food, and the suspicion that “she’s not really trying,” you may presume she’s doing it “on purpose” and wonder, “How many more times is she going to drop that spoon?”

However, both Henry’s slumping to the floor and Michelle’s dropping her spoon are just as likely to be attributed to a phenomenon of the movement disorder called motor impersistence, an inability to maintain a position. Henry may have been unable to maintain his upright position and Michelle unable to main-
tain her grasp on the spoon. This condition is an aspect of the movement disorder that is less well known. It is driven by the progressive changes in the brain and not by their personalities, mood, or character.

Similarly, you may be helping Shaun take a shower. Since he’s got plenty to do just balancing himself and holding onto the rail for support in the cramped quarters of the shower stall, you gently nudge his elbow upward saying, “Let me lather you up under your arm here!” The next thing you feel is his elbow glancing up off the side of your head. You immediately show your disapproval, call for assistance, and end the shower, assuming Shaun tried to hit you with his elbow!

Another little understood part of the movement disorder is an inability to modulate or regulate the force of one’s movement. So if Shaun intended to gently lift up his arm to let you wash under it, but was unable to regulate the force to lift it, his good faith attempt to help you help him looked more like he was trying to hurt you! When you understand these aspects of the movement disorder, you can arrange your position so that you won’t be surprised or harmed by these big bursts of movement. Very often they are nothing more than an attempt to cooperate with the caregiver!

“Getting Stuck”

It is common for people in the mid- and advanced stages to “lock onto” and “get stuck” on a topic. They might demand something from you or command you to do something incessantly! It can range from asking you for a cigarette to your taking them to visit a friend over and over and over again. They may compulsively insist that you help them in absolute disregard of conditions that make it impossible for you to do so. It may even escalate to shouting and swearing. Your explanations appear as unreasonable to them as their request does to you!

It’s extremely difficult for him to stop “getting stuck,” or “perseverating,” just as it is for very young children with the same kind of behavior. A few principles can help you manage repetitive or compulsive behaviors.

• Once the routine or rules are established, stick to them. If different caregivers respond differently to repetitive demands it is confusing to the resident.

• Don’t promise to do something “in a minute” if you know that you can’t keep the promise. If you do make a promise, keep it.

• Keep a schedule and remind the person frequently what time it is and what is happening next.

• Make sure that you meet some of the requests. There may be few ways for the person with late-stage HD to feel good or to be happy, and to deny those pleasures because of “bad behavior” or your busy schedule is not good care.

When you promise that you’ll “do it in a minute” when he is stuck on a topic, a minute is, literally, 60 seconds. You might try setting a time much later to do it a time that gives you plenty of time to do it. Agree to meet at that time, making absolutely sure you’ve got it done! Sometimes he will “lock onto” this
later promised date and time and focus less on what he wants. However, a general rule of care is to do some-
thing that you’re asked to do as soon as practically possible. Even though it may temporarily disrupt your
activity and delay your helping someone else, it will be worth it in the long run. Avoid describing this “get-
ting stuck” too casually as “agitation.”

When someone is stuck on a topic, avoid saying “No” to them. A refusal risks needlessly angering
them. For example, Virginia routinely smokes a cigarette every day after breakfast at 9:00 AM. “Can I have a
cigarette?” she asks at 8:45. Rather than telling her, “No, it’s not time yet,” it may be helpful to suggest, ”Yes,
you can. In 15 minutes I’m going to give you a cigarette. Why don’t you head into the smoking room (or
kitchen)!”

**SWEARING AND RACIST REMARKS**

The combination of lack of impulse control and anger over loss of independence in a person with
Huntington’s may erupt in the form of bitter racial slurs and profanity directed at his caregivers. Even
though we can understand that the foul language is fueled by Huntington’s Disease, it still stings to be the
target of racial slurs. It takes great tolerance on our part to disregard them. Do not endure these words
alone. Tell your supervisor what happened so that these hurtful statements can be addressed if they persist.
Consistently polite bedside manner will eventually build bridges over his prejudice. Racial intolerance will be
replaced by his trust.

**IN SUMMARY...**

Some days, you may wonder why he stands in befuddlement when told to “get dressed and be ready in half
an hour.” Or you may look aghast when he takes a cigarette from another person’s pack and lights it without
ever having asked for it. It’s easier to see how problems with balance can lead to falls than it is to see how
difficulty thinking can affect behavior. Problems with recall, starting, organizing and stopping action, and
lack of impulse control present you with unique challenges. By understanding how changes in the brain
affect thinking processes, you can begin to find the causes of inappropriate behavior. You can often find sim-
ple solutions to what seem at first to be difficult situations.
Many people with HD experience depression at some time during the course of their disease. Depression is among the most treatable features of HD, responding well to medication, and in some cases, counseling. But, because some of the more typical signs of depression can also be attributed to the movement and cognitive disorders of HD, they are often overlooked. For example, a lack of interest, initiative, and concentration may appear to be signs of cognitive decline as well as classic signs of depression. Changes in sleep or appetite, a sad appearance, irritability, and motor slowing could be due to the physical changes brought on by HD or due to possible depression.

Even when people are very physically debilitated in advanced HD, depressive symptoms can respond to antidepressant medication. Here are some signs of depression to watch for carefully. Report these signs of depression to your supervisor or medical and mental health professionals:

- a lack of initiative and withdrawal
- a lack of interest and activity
- irritability
- a sad facial expression
- isolation
- change in sleep pattern, sleeping more or less than usual, difficulty falling asleep, waking up very early in the morning, or waking up several times during the night
- expressions of guilt
- expressions of hopelessness and helplessness
- lack of energy
- lack of concentration
- restlessness or inability to sit still
- a general slowing of activity
- talking about or attempting suicide (*Any talk about suicide should be treated seriously. Immediately report it to the appropriate person.*)
Anger

There are many reasons for a person with HD to be angry. A list of those reasons might begin with having HD in one’s family, losing a parent to it, and losing the ability to support oneself. The list could include putting one’s children at risk for HD, being dependent on others for care and losing control of one’s day-to-day activity. There is, indeed, much reason for anger.

These reasons for frustration and anger, coupled with a neurologically based impulse control problem, create a tendency to become angry quickly, giving an HD patient a “short fuse.” The anger can be extreme and frightening to those who see it. And it may be directed at you!

This is the time to give the HD individual space or a “wide berth,” that is, protect yourself and those nearby. Keep well clear of him. Do not attempt to reason, explain or persuade. This may further antagonize him. Try to figure out what triggered this angry outburst so that it can be avoided in the future.

People who watch and wait to intervene learn that people with HD often “cool down” as quickly as they “heat up.” When it’s over, you need not be surprised if the person apologizes to you, explains that, despite a great effort on his part, he lost control. Accept this most sincere apology.

In Summary...

People with HD certainly have reasons to be depressed, but there may be a physical reason for depression. Depressive moods can be expressed as angry outbursts directed at you. Keep your perspective and try to decipher the angry message. Above all, don’t take it personally. No matter how it looks, it’s probably not intended that way.
Half jokingly and half seriously, physicians who are experts in caring for people with HD have referred to HD as “one of the smoking diseases.” Certainly a very large portion of people with HD smoke cigarettes. People with HD often view it as “one of the last pleasures I have left.” Smoking becomes symbolic of independence.

Smokers and their caregivers are faced with a number of problems. Some people with HD have an altered sense of hot and cold. Their fingers are often burned lighting cigarettes or smoking them down to the butt. Impaired judgment can make them unaware of the danger of burns to clothing, ashtray fires or lighting the cigarettes of friends who are themselves unsafe smokers. The movement disorder makes it unsafe to use and dispose of matches and lighters. Impulse control problems may drive them to take another person’s lit cigarette right out of his mouth.

There are a number of clever devices that allow people to continue to smoke safely. “Smoking robots” eliminate the need to light and handle the cigarette. Asbestos vests protect clothing. However, supporting smoking with assistive devices only delays dealing with the inevitable issue of unsafe smoking. The unsafe smoker doesn’t want to hear your suggestion to quit or your offer of more supervision. Caregivers are often caught in a power struggle. You may try to responsibly manage his smoking but he can’t see the risk of burning himself or even worse!

If you anticipate this months ahead of time, or if you have the opportunity to begin a discussion about limiting or quitting smoking, take advantage of it. If the unsafe smoker has a lengthy spell of illness or hospitalization that precludes his smoking, use it as an opportunity to encourage him to cut down or quit smoking. Although this may put the caregiver in a patronizing position to the unsafe smoker, it may reduce or eliminate unnecessary risk of burns and fire for years to come.

### Caregiver Tips

- Take seriously the smoker’s emotional need to smoke.
- Discuss the use of nicotine patches.
- Build a reward system to encourage him to quit.
- Use large ashtrays that are solid, sturdy, and cannot be tipped.
- Limit smoking to a well-protected area.
- Purchase nonflammable clothing, furniture, and floor covering.
- If necessary, have the smoker wear an asbestos vest.
- Install extra smoke detectors.
- Use a “smoker’s robot.” It holds a cigarette to prevent ashes and embers from being dropped.
Some Advanced-Stage Medical Issues

Sleep and Sleeplessness

Some people have difficulty sleeping. A change in one’s sleep pattern, much more of it or much less of it, is a classic sign of depression. Little sleep and a very high activity level while awake could be a sign of mania. If you see this, report it to the appropriate health care professional so a complete evaluation can be made.

Due to daytime fatigue in advanced HD, some people accidentally fall into a cycle of napping during the day and then being unable to fall asleep at night. You can usually find the right balance between conserving energy during the day and being tired enough to sleep through the night. Try to help them maintain their “rhythm of life.”

Unexplained Screaming

Certain people with HD persistently scream for reasons that are not readily apparent to their caregivers. Since they're unable to simply say why they're screaming, it’s a challenge to their caregivers to figure it out. It could be a need that’s been overlooked and gone unmet. They could be in pain or panic, hallucinating or heartbroken. They might be frightened, anxious, grieving or hurt and have just one way to express all these different feelings: screaming! In the most advanced stages of HD, it may be related to medication or the cramps that come with the changes in their muscle tone. Try to figure out exactly what triggers the screaming. This will mean systematically trying one approach after the other, asking other caregivers and the family for ideas of what may be causing it.

Some people may also make frequent unusual sounds as they encounter problems coordinating their breathing; gasping, sniffing, grunting, slurping sounds, etc. Since these sounds are not under their control, caregivers should graciously tolerate them.
**EXCESSIVE SWEATING, TEMPERATURE AND THIRST**

People with HD may be more comfortable in surroundings that are cooler than typical, perhaps as low as 62°. This may be related to some aspect of the disease that affects metabolism. They may also have episodes of excessive sweating. In some cases this may be related to certain medications. Others may have a compelling thirst. Those who drink an excessive amount of liquid each day should consult their physician regarding potential problems with electrolyte imbalance and kidney function.

**FREQUENT URINATION AND CONSTIPATION**

The HD patient will have more and more difficulty thoroughly emptying his bladder as his muscles become progressively uncoordinated. Increased thirst may lead to increased fluid consumption. This often causes him to sense the need to urinate more often than usual. Problems controlling impulses, coupled with the increased urges to urinate, often lead to him demanding to go to the bathroom over and over, often after just having urinated. Do not remind him that he just went to the bathroom. Do not ask him to wait. He may have an accident or only be further antagonized.

Constipation is a common problem in the more advanced stages of HD. Filling up on high-calorie low-fiber foods to keep weight on, the loss of some fiber in altered texture diets, and an increasingly sedentary lifestyle can all add to the problem. After a thorough assessment, constipation is often treated with increased fluids, more frequent position changes, and a regimen of stool softeners.

**SEIZURES**

It is not uncommon for people with juvenile-onset HD to have seizures. Occasionally, those in the most advanced stages of adult-onset HD will have seizures, too. It is more likely, though, that you may see sudden, brief, involuntary jerks involving groups of muscles that are easily mistaken for seizure activity. These large muscle jerks are called “myoclonus” and usually are not treated.

**HIGH FEVERS**

Late in the progression of the disease, a very small number of people experience recurring high fevers, at times reaching 106° and higher. As in other times of high fever, the person’s level of activity will decline. These high fevers occur despite physicians' best efforts to identify infectious causes. Consult your physician
most physicians and physiotherapists familiar with HD tend not to treat chorea. Many people with HD who have taken medication to suppress their chorea feel that it is easier to live with their chorea than with the side effects of the medication used to suppress it. There are, however, people whose chorea is so severe that it actually causes them bodily harm. In these cases medication is most helpful. In addition, carefully selected padding of the environment is required. It may even become necessary to pad parts of the body if they are being repeatedly injured. Padded mitts as well as knee and elbow pads for athletes can be used.

**Contractures**

A contracture is a permanent shortening of a muscle that causes a deformity with or without pain. Providing frequent changes in position and range of motion exercises is important to prevent contractures. The participation of a physiotherapist in the HD patient’s care is critically important to prevent serious progressive deformity. In the advanced stages of HD, the ability to control movement becomes severely compromised. Those who once had involuntary movements may now be rigid and vulnerable to developing contractures. Even though the HD individual may still have involuntary movements, he cannot change his position. The fluctuations in muscle tone and the involuntary movements make it difficult to prevent and manage contractures. Typical approaches such as orthoplastic splints can easily cause skin problems. More useful, especially for knee and elbow contractures, are newer air-assist splints, which use air bladders for support. The “give” in the soft splint prevents skin from breaking down. There are also lightweight, washable foam-core splints that can be helpful in maintaining functional positions of the hands.

Since rigidity is typical in people with juvenile HD, contractures may be a problem earlier in their disease. People with adult-onset HD may have involuntary movements that progress into rigidity. People who develop HD in their early twenties may exhibit stiffness, slowness, and occasional involuntary movements. Over time all involuntary movements are slowed and dystonia and loss of motor control dominate.

**Severe Chorea**

Most physicians and physiotherapists familiar with HD tend not to treat chorea. Many people with HD who have taken medication to suppress their chorea feel that it is easier to live with their chorea than with the side effects of the medication used to suppress it. There are, however, people whose chorea is so severe that it actually causes them bodily harm. In these cases medication is most helpful. In addition, carefully selected padding of the environment is required. It may even become necessary to pad parts of the body if they are being repeatedly injured. Padded mitts as well as knee and elbow pads for athletes can be used.
Caring for a person with Huntington’s Disease is a challenge. It challenges family caregivers and professional caregivers alike. The disorders of movement, cognition, and emotion are ever-changing and progress slowly over many years. This greatly challenges the skills of even the most experienced, formally trained caregivers.

It’s difficult to go through a progressive disease with anyone; to do it with someone your own age or younger, as is often the case with the person with HD, is even more difficult. It’s hurtful to have someone with whom you work very hard direct his anger at you and hard not to take it personally. To have to allow someone whom you’re trying to protect to take careless risks is very unsettling. It’s also discouraging to realize that, no matter how hard you work, no matter how clever you are, and no matter how deeply you care, the course of this disease will not change.

Nobody can beat Huntington’s disease, but there are many little victories to celebrate along the way, such as figuring out how to avoid or redirect a person’s anger, discovering a new way to approach an old problem that finally works, or realizing that what you had worried about happening was really no big deal at all!

In the face of it all, first and foremost, you need to take care of yourself—not only for yourself, but also for this person that you care so much about. If you are too drained, too exhausted or too weak, you will not see the heroic struggle made every day by the person for whom you care.

Many wonderful caregivers draw great hope from their partners in this struggle. That hope charges batteries. That hope is the second wind when you need it. But without you there, in good health and in good spirit, there is no hope. Take care of yourself.
A Caregiver’s Prayer
by Shirley Procell

Dear Father in Heaven,
Please help me today
To find courage and strength
And to watch what I say.

Make me gentle and kind
And have a big heart
Give me endurance, fortitude;
Let me be clinically smart.

Let the ones I care for
Know of my love.
Help them today
From Heaven above.
Amen.

P.S.
And oh, please, God,
Just one more request;
One little thing
That you can do best.
Grant us a cure
For this awful disease.
I’m asking for some
That can’t drop to their knees;
But they are your children
Suffering their pain.
Asking all this
In God’s name.
Appendices
Voluntary Organizations and Other Sources of Help

National and International Lay Organizations

The national HD lay organizations offer a range of services and care programs to benefit people with HD and their families. In addition, they operate research, education and advocacy programs, and are a useful source of information and referrals for both families and health care professionals.

HUNTINGTON’S DISEASE SOCIETY OF AMERICA
505 Eighth Avenue, Ninth Floor
New York, NY 10018
Phone: 800-345-HDSA
Fax: 212-239-3430
Email: hdsainfo@hdsa.org
Web site: www.hdsa.org

HUNTINGTON SOCIETY OF CANADA
151 Frederick Street, Suite 400
Kitchener, Ontario N2H 2M2
CANADA
Phone: 519-749-7063
Toll-free in Canada: 800-998-7398
Fax: 519-749-8965
Email: info@hsc-ca.org
Web site: www.hsc-ca.org

For information on, or referral to, lay organizations in other countries, contact:

HUNTINGTON’S DISEASE SOCIETY OF AMERICA
Go to the HDSA national website at www.hdsa.org and click on “About”, click “About HDSA” and then “Helpful HD Links” or contact

INTERNATIONAL HUNTINGTON ASSOCIATION
www.huntington-assoc.com
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Referral List of Facilities Offering Predictive Genetic Testing for Huntington's Disease

The list of predictive genetic testing centers is maintained for information purposes only. Inclusion in the list does not constitute an endorsement or recommendation by the Huntington's Disease Society of America, Inc. Please see HDSA national website at www.hdsa.org for updated information or call 800-345-HDSA.

ALABAMA

HDSA Center of Excellence at the University of Alabama at Birmingham
Huntington's Disease Testing Center
Laboratory of Medical Genetics
Presymptomatic
720 South 20th Street, Rm. 241
Birmingham, AL 35294
Phone: 205-934-4983
Fax: 205-975-6389

University of California
Genetic Counseling Clinic
533 Parnassus Avenue
Room U-100-A
San Francisco, CA 94143
Phone: 415-476-9320
Fax: 415-476-9305

ARIZONA

Arizona Health Sciences Center
Section of Medical and Molecular Genetics
1501 N. Campbell Avenue, Rm. 3335
Tucson, AZ 85724
Phone: 520-626-5175
Fax: 520-626-8056

HDSA Center of Excellence at University of California, San Diego
Huntington's Disease Testing Center
200 West Arbor Drive, Outpatient Center, Third Floor, Suite 1
San Diego, CA 92103
Tel: 858-622-5854

Kaiser Permanente of Southern California
Department of Medical Genetics
13562 Cantara Street
Panorama City, CA 91402
Phone: 818-375-2073
Fax: 818-375-3108
(Services for Kaiser members only)

CALIFORNIA

HDSA Center of Excellence at UCLA Medical Center
Huntington's Disease Testing Center
Neurogenetics Clinic
10833 Le Conte Avenue, MDCC 22-499
Los Angeles, CA 90024
Phone: 310-206-6581
Fax: 310-206-8616

Kaiser Permanente Hospital
Kaiser Hospital
260 International Circle
San Jose, CA 95119
Phone: 408-972-3300
Fax: 408-972-3298
(Northern CA only)
HDSA Center of Excellence at
University of California, Davis
Huntington's Disease Testing Center
2315 Stockton Boulevard, Rm. 5308
Sacramento, CA 92161
Phone: 916-734-3588
Fax: 916-452-2739

COLORADO

University of Colorado
HD Testing Program
4200 East Ninth Avenue, Box 183
Denver, CO 80262
Phone: 303-315-3601 or
303-321-5503
Fax: 303-315-7583

HDSA Center of Excellence at
Colorado Neurological Institute
Huntington's Disease Testing Center
Movement Disorders Center
701 East Hampden Avenue, Suite 530
Engelwood, CO 80110
Phone: 303-788-4600
Fax: 303-788-8854

CONNECTICUT

Yale University School of Medicine
Department of Genetics
333 Cedar Avenue
PO Box 208005
New Haven, CT 06520
Phone: 203-785-2661
Fax: 203-785-7673

The School of Medicine
University of Connecticut Health Center
Hartford Hospital
Conklin Building, Suite 401
80 Seymour Street
Hartford, CT 06102
Phone: 860-545-2637

FLORIDA

HDSA Center of Excellence at the
University of South Florida
Huntington's Disease Testing Center
Regional Genetics Program
10770 North 46th Street
Suite C 900
Tampa, FL 33617
Phone: 813-259-8775
(Services state of Florida only)
Prenatal testing

University of Miami
Department of Neurology
1501 Northwest 9th Avenue
Miami, FL 33136
Phone: 305-243-6767

GEORGIA

HDSA Center of Excellence at
Emory University
Huntington's Disease Testing Center
Neurobehavior Program
Wesley Woods Center
1841 Clifton Road, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30329
Phone: 404-728-6364
Fax: 404-728-6685

HAWAII

Kaiser Permanente Medical Group
1010 Pensacola Street
Honolulu, HI 96814
Phone: 808-597-2481
Fax: 808-597-2498
ILLINOIS
HDSA Center of Excellence at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center
Huntington's Disease Testing Center
1653 West Congress Parkway
Chicago, IL 60612
Phone: 312-942-4500

Advocate Medical Group
Lutheran General Prenatal Center
Parkside Center
1875 Dempster Street, Suite 340
Park Ridge, IL 60068
Phone: 847-723-7705

INDIANA
HDSA Center of Excellence at Indiana University Medical Center
Huntington's Disease Testing Center
Department of Medical and Molecular Genetics, Medical Research and Library Building, Rm. 1B-130
975 W. Walnut Street
Indianapolis, IN 46202
Phone: 317-274-6949

IOWA
HDSA Center of Excellence at University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics
Regional Genetic Consultation Service
200 Hawkins Drive-2604 JCP
Iowa City, IA 52242
Phone: 319-356-1160
Fax: 319-356-3347

KANSAS
University of Kansas Medical Center
3901 Rainbow Boulevard
Kansas City, KS 66160
Phone: 913-588-6953

Hereditary Neurological Disease Center
654 North Woodchuck
Wichita, KS 67212
Phone: 888-232-4632 or 316-721-9250
Fax: 316-722-2710

MARYLAND
HDSA Center of Excellence at Johns Hopkins
Huntington's Disease Testing Center
Meyer, Room 2-181
600 North Wolfe Street
Baltimore, MD 21287
Phone: 410-955-2398
Fax: 410-955-8233

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston University School of Medicine
Neurogenetics Laboratory
Department of Neurology
Boston, MA 02118
Phone: 617-638-5939
Fax: 617-638-8076

New England HDSA Center of Excellence
Massachusetts General Hospital
Huntington’s Disease Testing Center
East Bldg. 114, Suite 201
114 16th Street
Charlestown, MA 02129
Tel: 617-724-2227
Fax: 617-724-1227

MICHIGAN
University of Michigan
Molecular Medicine and Genetics Clinic
4301 MSRB III, Box 0638
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Phone: 734-763-2532
Fax: 734-763-7672
Butterworth Genetic Services  
21 Michigan NE #465  
Grand Rapids, MI 49503  
Phone: 616-391-8664

Wayne State University  
School of Medicine  
Department of Neurology  
6E University Health Center  
4201 St. Antoine  
Detroit, MI 48201  
Phone: 313-577-8317

MINNESOTA

HDSA Center of Excellence at  
Hennepin County Medical Center  
Huntington's Disease Clinic  
701 Park Avenue S.  
Minneapolis, MN 55415  
Phone: 612-873-2595  
Fax: 612-904-4270

University of Minnesota  
Medical School  
Box 485  
Mayo Building  
420 Delaware Street Southeast  
Minneapolis, MN 55455  
Phone: 612-624-7193  
Fax: 612-624-6645

MISSOURI

University of Missouri Hospital  
Division of Medical Genetics  
Columbia, MO 65121  
Phone: 573-884-6735

HDSA Center of Excellence at  
Washington University  
Huntington's Disease Clinic  
660 S. Euclid  
Campus Box 8018  
St. Louis, MO 63110  
Phone: 314-362-3471

MONTANA

Shodair Hospital  
Department of Genetics  
840 Helena Avenue  
PO Box 5539  
Helena, MT 59604  
Phone: 800-447-6614  
Fax: 406-444-7536

NEW JERSEY

Huntington's Disease Family Service  
Center, Copsa Institute  
667 Hoes Lane  
Piscataway, NJ 08855  
Phone: 732-235-5730 or 732-235-5992  
Fax: 732-235-4920

University of Medicine & Dentistry of NJ,  
New Jersey Medical School  
Doctors Office Center, Suite 5200  
90 Bergen Street  
Newark, NJ 07103  
Phone: 732-235-5992  
Fax: 732-235-4920

NEW MEXICO

University of New Mexico Medical Center,  
Division of Genetics  
Albuquerque, NM 87131  
Phone: 505-272-6631

NEW YORK

Albany Medical Center  
Department of Clinical Genetics, A-88  
43 New Scotland Avenue  
Albany, NY 12208  
Phone: 518-262-5120  
Fax: 518-262-5924
HDSA Center of Excellence at University of Rochester
Huntington's Disease Clinic
Movement Disorders Unit
601 Elmwood Avenue
Rochester, NY 14624
Phone: 585-273-4147
Fax: 585-341-7510

State University of New York
Health Science Center
College of Medicine
Division of Genetics
750 East Adams Street
Syracuse, NY 13210
Phone: 315-464-7410
Fax: 315-646-7564

HDSA Center of Excellence at Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center
Testing Center
Huntington's Disease Clinic
Columbia University
Sergievsky Center, P&S Box 16
630 West 168th Street
New York, NY 10032
Phone: 212-305-4655
Fax: 212-305-2426

George C. Powell HDSA Center of Excellence at North Shore University Hospital
Huntington's Disease Clinic
300 Community Drive
Manhasset, NY 11030
Tel: 516-869-9527
Fax: 516-869-9535

NORTH CAROLINA
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
Division of Genetics and Metabolism,
CB#7487 - UNC Campus
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7487
Phone: 919-966-9568

OHIO
University Hospitals of Cleveland
11100 Uclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44106
Phone: 216-844-3936
Fax: 216-844-7497

MetroHealth Medical Center
Genetics Department
2500 MetroHealth Drive
Cleveland, OH 44109
Phone: 216-778-4323
Fax: 216-778-8840

Children's Hospital Medical Center
Human Genetics Division
3333 Burnet Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45229
Phone: 513-636-4760

HDSA Center of Excellence at Ohio State University
Huntington's Disease Clinic
1581 Dodd Drive
371 McCampbell Hall
Columbus, OH 43210
Tel: 614 688-8672
Fax: 614-688-4060

OREGON
Oregon Health Sciences University
CDRC Genetics
PO Box 574
Portland, OR 97207
Phone: 503-494-8307

PENNSYLVANIA
University of Pennsylvania Medical Center
Clinical Research Building, Rm. 452A
415 Curie Blvd.
Philadelphia, PA 19104
Phone: 215-573-9161
TENNESSEE

Vanderbilt University Medical Center
Division of Genetics
DD-2205 Medical Center North
Nashville, TN 37232
Phone: 615-322-7601
Fax: 615-343-9951

TEXAS

Children's Medical Center of Dallas
Department of Genetic and Metabolism
1935 Motor Street
Dallas, TX 75235
Phone: 214-456-2357
Fax: 214-456-6233

Genetic Counseling Associates
14999 Preston Road, Suite 212-562
Dallas, TX 75240
Phone: 214-969-0192
Fax: 214-645-7005

HDSA Center of Excellence at
Baylor College of Medicine
Huntington's Disease Clinic
Medical Genetics Program
6550 Fannin, #921
Houston, TX 77030
Phone: 713-798-4363
Fax: 713-798-4187

Southwest Genetics
7711 Louis Pasteur Drive
Oak Hills Medical Building, Suite 509
San Antonio, TX 78229
Phone: 210-615-8237

UTAH

University of Utah Medical Center
Medical Genetics Program, 413 MREB
50 North Medical Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84112
Phone: 801-581-7943

VIRGINIA

HDSA Center of Excellence at
University of Virginia
Huntington's Disease Clinic
Division of Medical Genetics
Box 386, Genetics
Charlottesville, VA 22908
Phone: 804-924-2665
Fax: 804-982-3850

WASHINGTON

HDSA Center of Excellence at
University of Washington
Huntington's Disease Clinic
1959 North East Pacific Street
CHDD Bldg., Rm. 411
Seattle, WA 98195
Phone: 206-616-2135
Fax: 206-616-2414

WEST VIRGINIA

West Virginia University
Department of Pediatric/Genetics
PO Box 9214
Morgantown, WV 26506
Phone: 304-293-7332
Fax: 304-293-4337

WISCONSIN

Marshfield Clinic
1000 North Oak Avenue
Marshfield, WI 54449
Phone: 877-216-8535
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Brain Tissue Banks/DNA Bank and HD Research Roster

Brain Tissue Banks

The greatest gift to research and future generations is the donation of the HD patient's brain. For information on brain tissue donation, write or call:

University of California at San Diego
Alzheimer's Disease Research Center
(also performs HD research)
Phone: 858-622-5800
Email: jlgoldstein@ucsd.edu

Massachusetts General Hospital
Department of Neurology
Charlestown (Boston), MA
Phone: 617-726-1254
Email: hersch@helix.mgh.harvard.edu

Harvard Brain Tissue
Resource Center
McLean Hospital, Belmont, MA
Phone: 1-800-Brainbank
Email: btrc@mclean.org
Website: www.brainbank.mclean.org

Buckeye Brain Bank
Ohio State University
Department of Neurology
Phone: 614-293-8531
Note: Due to storage limitations, the Buckeye Brain Bank is restricted to OSU patients only.

The New York Brain Bank at Columbia University
New York, NY
Phone: 212-305-5779
Beeper: 917-889-2045 (emergency donations)

Sun Health Research Institute
Sun City, AZ
Email: lucia.sue@sunhealth.org
Phone: 623-876 5328
Website: www.sunhealth.org/shri

University of Rochester
Department of Neurology,
Movement Disorders Center
Rochester, NY
Phone: 585-341-7500
(if clinic closed ask for movement disorders physician on call)

National Neurological Research Specimen Bank
VA Medical Center, Neurology Research,
Los Angeles, CA
Phone: 310-268 3536
Email: brainbnk@ucla.edu
Website:
http://www.loni.ucla.edu/~nnrsb/nnrsb

University of Washington
Laboratory of Neuropathology
Phone: 206-731-6315
Email: cfederha@u.washington.edu

Loyola University Medical Center/
Hines VA Brain Bank
Department of Pathology
Maywood, IL
Phone: 708-216 8270
E-mail: dmagnus@lumc.edu
DNA Bank and HD Research Roster

The roster is a vital link between scientists and HD families to facilitate research. All information is strictly confidential. The DNA Bank was established for the purpose of storing genetic material for possible future use. Cost to store a sample is $70.00. For information contact:

Indiana University Medical Center
975 West Walnut Street
Indianapolis, IN 46202
HD Roster: 317-274-5744
Email: sfox@medgen.iupui.edu
DNA Bank: 317-274-5745
Email: scraig@medgen.iupui.edu
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HDSA Chapters

HDSA chapters provide sources and referrals for local and community resources. Information may change over time. Please visit the HDSA national web site at www.hdsa.org for updated chapter information or call 800-345-HDSA to locate the HDSA chapter closest to you.

ALABAMA

Alabama Support Group
5750 Picketts Lane
Pinson, AL 35126
Phone: 205-325-3877

ARIZONA

Arizona Affiliate
P.O. Box 7666
Phoenix, AZ 85282
Phone: 888-267-3411
Fax: 480-394-0511
HDSA_AZ@hotmail.com
www.hdsa-az.com

ARKANSAS

Arkansas Affiliate
c/o Sandra Boll
HDSA Midwest
466 Fox Trail Drive
St Louis, MO, 63367
Phone: 800-558-3370
800-536-1728 (Pin no. 5935)
hdsa-arkansas@comcast.net

CALIFORNIA

Greater Los Angeles Chapter
9903 Santa Monica Blvd.
Suite 106
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
Phone: 888-4-HDSA LA
888-443-7252
800-686-9868

Northern California Chapter
3940 Industrial Blvd, Suite 100 D
West Sacramento, CA 95691
Phone: 916-372-1895
Fax: 916-371-2468
Helpline: 888-828-7344
www.hdsanortherncalifornia.org

Orange County Affiliate
c/o Dennis Mesnick
HDSA Regional Development Director
1017 F Street
San Diego, CA, 92101
Phone: 619-544-1792
hdsamesnick@cox.net

San Diego Chapter
P.O. Box 19524
San Diego, CA 92519-0524
Phone: 760-752-1844
800-473-4014
www.hdsasandiego.org

COLORADO

Rocky Mountain Chapter
6545 West 44th Ave., Unit 1
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
Phone: 303-321-5503
877-740-HDSA
303-837-9937
www.hdsarockymountain.org
CONNECTICUT

Connecticut Affiliate
P.O. Box 719
Southington, CT 06489
Phone: 508-872-8102
Fax: 508-872-8103

FLORIDA

South Florida Chapter
12555 Biscayne Blvd.
North Miami, FL 33181
Phone: 305-274-7411
Fax: 305-665-3038

GEORGIA

Georgia Chapter
P.O. Box 15298
Atlanta, Georgia 30333
Phone: 770-729-9207
Fax: 678-461-3518
www.hdsaga.org

IOWA

Iowa Chapter
600 N. 21st Street
Clarinda, IA 51632
Phone: 866-248-IAHD (4243)
712-542-4976
Fax: 712-379-3317
hdsaiowachapter@hotmail.com

KANSAS

Kansas Affiliate
C/O Sandra Boll
HDSA Midwest Regional Development Director
466 Fox Trail Drive
St Louis, MO, 63367
Phone: 314-313-3644

KENTUCKY

Kentucky Chapter
C/O Kosair Charities
982 Eastern Parkway
Louisville, KY 40217
Phone: 502-637-4372
800-784-3721
Fax: 502-637-4310
HDSAKyChapter@aol.com

MARYLAND

Maryland Chapter
The Rotunda
711 West 40th St
Baltimore, MD 21211
Phone: 630-443-9876
410-467-5388
Fax: 410-467-4143
MASSACHUSETTS

Massachusetts Chapter
1253 Worchester Road, Suite 202
Framingham, MA 01701
Phone: 508-872-8102
888-872-8102
Fax: 508-872-8103
www.hdsa-ne.org

MICHIGAN

Michigan Chapter
Sparrow Dimondale Center
4000 N. Michigan Road
Dimondale, MI 48821-9774
Phone: 517-646-0920
800-909-0073
Fax: 517-646-0885

MINNESOTA

Minnesota Chapter
22 27th Avenue
Suite 212
Minneapolis, MN 55414
Phone: 612-371-0904
612-371-6268
www.hdsa-mn.org

MISSOURI

St. Louis Chapter
8039 Watson Road
Suite 132
St. Louis, MO 63119-5325
Phone: 314-961-4372
314-961-4372
Fax: 314-961-5754
hdsa@stlouis.missouri.org

NEW JERSEY

New Jersey Chapter
114B South Main Street
Box 67A
Cranbury, NJ 08512
Phone: 609-448-3500
Fax: 609-448-3521
www.hdsanj.com
HDSAnjoffice@aol.com

NEW YORK

Long Island Affiliate
c/o Michelle Crepeau
HDSA Greater New York Regional
Development Director
505 Eighth Avenue, Ninth Floor
New York, NY 10018
Phone: 212-242-1968
Fax: 212-239-3430

Upstate New York Chapter
115 Hardwood Lane
Rochester, NY 14616
Phone: 585-341-7400
www.hdsauny.org

NORTH CAROLINA

North Carolina Chapter
P.O. Box 240353
Charlotte N.C. 28224-0353
Phone: 704-525-1835

OHIO

Central Ohio Chapter
490 City Park, suite C
Columbus, OH 43215
Phone: 866-877-HDSA (4372)
614-460-8800
Fax: 614-460-8801
www.hdsacentralohio.org
Northeast Ohio Chapter
7059 Old Mill Road
Chesterland, OH 44026
Phone: 440-423-HDSA (4732)
Fax: 440-423-0515

Ohio Valley Chapter
3537 Epley Lane
Cincinnati, OH 45247
Phone: 513-741-HSDA (4372)
Fax: 513-741-4645

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma Chapter
1313 Val Genes Road
Edmond, OK 73003
Phone: 405-236-4372
www.okhdsa.org
okhdsa@sbcglobal.net

PENNSYLVANIA
Delaware Valley Chapter
525 Plymouth Road, Suite 314
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
Phone: 610-260-0420
Fax: 610-260-0423

Western Pennsylvania Chapter
P.O. Box 110223
Pittsburgh, PA 15232
Phone: 412-833-8180
888-779-HDSA (4372)
www.hdsawpa.org

SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Valley Chapter
PO Box 1311
Sioux Falls, SD 57101
Phone: 605-334-9917

TEXAS
Texas Affiliate
PO Box 270261
Flower Mound, TX 75027
Phone: 972-724-1367
800-910-6111
www.hdsatexas.org

WASHINGTON
Northwest Chapter
PO Box 33345
Seattle, WA 98133
Phone: 206-464-9598
888-264-4372
www.geocities.com/nwhdsanwhdsa@yahoo.com

WASHINGTON D.C.
Washington Metro Chapter
8303 Arlington Blvd., Ste 210
Fairfax, VA 22031
Phone: 703-204-4634
703-323-1403
Fax: 703-573-3047

WISCONSIN
Wisconsin Chapter
2041 N 107th St
Wauwatosa, WI 53226
Phone: 414-257-9499
877-330-2699
www.hdsa-wi.org
HDSA Centers of Excellence

HDSA Centers of Excellence for Family and Services are established at major medical institutions that HDSA has identified as having expertise in Huntington's Disease or movement disorders. The Centers provide a multidisciplinary approach to the treatment of HD and their services include professional social workers, genetic counseling & testing, speech, physical and occupational therapies, educational programs and family support groups. New Centers are added on a regular basis. Call (800) 345-HDSA or visit www.hdsa.org for updates.

ALABAMA

HDSA Center of Excellence at the HD Clinic at the Children's Hospital of Alabama
1600 7th Avenue South, CBH 314
Birmingham, AL 35233
Contact: Donna Pendley
Tel: 205-996-7850
Fax: 205-996-7867
Email: dpendley@peds.uab.edu

CALIFORNIA

HDSA Center of Excellence at University of California Davis Medical Center
Department of Neurology
4860 Y Street, Suite 3700
Sacramento, CA 95817
Contact: Terry Tempkin
Tel: 916-734-6278
Fax: 916-734-6525
Email: teresa.tempkin@ucdmc.ucdavis.edu

HDSA Center of Excellence at UCLA Department of Neurology
The Regents of the University of California
300 UCLA Medical Plaza, Suite B200
Los Angeles, CA 90095
Tel: 310-794-1589
Fax: 310-794-7491
Genetic Counselor: Michelle Fox
Tel: 310-206-6581
Email: mfox@pediatrics.medsch.ucla.edu

COLORADO

HDSA Center of Excellence at the Colorado Neurological Institute Movement Disorders Center
701 East Hampden Avenue, Suite 530
Engelwood, CO 80110
Contact: Sherrie Montellano
Tel: 303-788-4600
Fax: 303-788-8854
Email: montellano@megapathdsl.net

FLORIDA

HDSA Center of Excellence at University of California - San Diego
200 West Arbor Drive, Outpatient Center, Third Floor, Suite 1
San Diego, CA 92103
Contact: Jody Goldstein
Tel: 858-622-5854
Email: jlgoldstein@ucsd.edu

University of South Florida
Huntington's Disease Clinic
Health Sciences Center
12901 Bruce B. Downs Blvd (MDC 55)
Tampa, FL 33612
Contact: Marci McCall
Tel: 813-974-6022
Fax: 813-974-7200
Email: mamccall@hsc.usf.edu
GEORGIA

HDSA Center of Excellence at Emory School of Medicine
Wesley Woods Health Center
1841 Clifton Road
Atlanta, GA 30329
Contact: Joan Harrison
Tel: 404-728-6364
Fax: 404-728-6685
Email: jharri2@emory.edu

MARYLAND

HDSA Center of Excellence at Johns Hopkins
Johns Hopkins Hospital
Ross 618
720 Rutland Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21205
Contact: Debbie Pollard
Tel: 410-955-2398
Fax: 410-455-8233
Email: dpollard@jhmi.edu

ILLOIS

HDSA Center of Excellence at Rush University Medical Center
1653 W. Congress Parkway
Chicago, IL 60612
Contact: Jean Jaglin
Tel: 312-563-2900
Fax: 312-563-2684
Email: jean_a_jaglin@rush.edu

NEW ENGLAND

HDSA Center of Excellence at the American Museum of Natural History
1200 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10029
Contact: Yoshio Kaneko
Tel: 212-769-5100
Fax: 212-769-5101
Email: ykaneko@americanmuseum.org

INDIANA

Indiana University HDSA Center of Excellence
Indiana University School of Medicine
Department of Medical and Molecular Genetics
975 West Walnut Street
Indianapolis, IN 36202-5251
Contact: Carrie McGinnis
Tel: 317-274-3487
Fax: 317-278-1100
Email: cmcginni@iupui.edu

INDIANA

HDSA Center of Excellence at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics
Psychiatry Research 1-145 MEB
Iowa City, IA 52242
Contact: Anne Leserman
Tel: 319-353-4307
Email: hdinfo@uiowa.edu

MINNESOTA

HDSA Center of Excellence at Hennepin County Medical Center
701 Park Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55415
Contact: Shelly Anderson
Tel: 612-873-2595
Fax: 612-904-4270

MISSOURI

HDSA Center of Excellence at Washington University School of Medicine
660 S. Euclid
Campus Box 8018
St. Louis, MO 63110
Contact: Melinda Kavanaugh
Tel: 314-362-3471
Fax: 314-747-3471
Email: kavanaughm@neuro.wustl.edu
NEW YORK

HDSA Center of Excellence at Columbia Health Sciences/ New York State Psychiatric Institute
630 West 168th Street,
P & S Box 16
Contact: Debra Thorne
Tel: 212-305-9172
Fax: 212-305-2526
Email: thorned@sergievsky.cpmc.columbia.edu

George C. Powell HDSA Center of Excellence at North Shore University Hospital
300 Community Drive
Manhasset, NY 11030
Contact: Mary Ellen Benisatto
Tel: 516-869-9527
Fax: 516-869-9535

HDSA Center of Excellence at University of Rochester
1351 Mount Hope Avenue, Suite 220
Rochester, NY 14620
Contact: Leslie Briner
Tel: 585-273-4147
Fax: 585-341-7510
Email: leslie.briner@ctcc.rochester.edu

OHIO

HDSA Center of Excellence at Ohio State University
1581 Dodd Drive
371 McCampbell Hall
Columbus, OH 43210
Contact: Nonna Stepanov
Tel: 614-688-8672
Fax: 614-688-4060
Email: stepanov-1@medctr.osu.edu

TEXAS

HDSA Center of Excellence at Baylor College of Medicine
6550 Fannin, SM 18011
Department of Neurology
Houston, TX 77030
Contact: Christine Hunter, RN
Tel: 713-798-3951
Fax: 713-798-1488
Email: chunter@bcm.tmc.edu

VIRGINIA

HDSA Center of Excellence at University of Virginia
500 Ray C Hunt Drive
Charlottesville, VA 22903
Contact: Pat Allinson
Tel: 434-924-2665
Fax: 434-924-1797
Email: psa9m@hscmail.mcc.virginia.edu

WASHINGTON

HDSA Center of Excellence at University of Washington
1959 North East Pacific Street
CHDD Bldg., Room 411
Seattle, WA 98195
Contact: Debbie Olson
Tel: 206-616-2135
Fax: 206-616-2414
Email:olsondl@uwashington.edu
Appendix VI

Rehabilitative/Adaptive Equipment and Product Information

The following list is provided for reference purposes only. HDSA does not endorse or recommend any product, service or company listed. This list was accurate as of publication. HDSA is not responsible for any changes subsequent to that date.

Bedding, Padding, Low Beds, Bed Enclosures

NOA Medical Industries
1601 Woodson
St. Louis, MO 33114
800-368-2337
Low Beds

Vail Products
235 First Street
Toledo, OH 43605
800-235-VAIL
Bed enclosure

Profex Bumper Pads
PO Box 16043
165 N. Meramec, Suite 120
St. Louis, MO 63105
800-325-0196
Foam products; adaptive equipment

Chairs

Broda Seating
385 Phillip Street
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 5R8
519-746-8080
800-668-0637 (Canada and US)
Specialized HD Chairs

Gunnel, Inc.
8440 State Street
Millington, MI 48746
517-871-4529
800-551-0055
Gunnel Custom Recliner, customized wheelchairs

Hill Rom
1069 State Roads 46 East
Batesville, IN 47006
800-445-3730
Customized wheelchairs

May Corporation
Industrial Park South
PO Box 140
612-944-6450
800-525-3590
Posture Guard (wheelchair with body guard); customized wheelchairs
Walking Devices

Sunrise Medical
7477 East Dry Creek Parkway
Longmont, CO 80503
818-504-2820
800-255-5022
Grandtour walking device, rolling walker,

Sammons Preston
PO Box 5071
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
800-323-5547
Strider walker, standard walker,
adaptive equipment

Rehabilitation Aids and Safety Products

Access to Recreation
2509 East Thousand Oaks Blvd., Suite 430
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
800-634-4351
Adaptive equipment for recreation and
activities of daily living

Alimed
297 High Street
Dedham, MA 02026
800-225-2610
Adaptive equipment

North Coast Medical
18305 Sutter Boulevard
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
800-821-9319
Adaptive equipment

J.T. Posey Co.
5635 Peck Road
Arcadia, CA 91006
800-44-POSEY
Positioning devices; Adaptive equipment

Skil-Care
29 Wells Ave.
Yonkers, NY 10701
800-431-2972
Positioning devices; safety products
Food Preparations

Food Thickeners:

Diafoods Thick-It Food Thickener
Precision-Milani Foods, Inc.
2150 North 15th Avenue
Melrose Park, IL 60160
800-333-0003

Consist-Rite
Donmar Fodds
150 Industrial Parkway North
Aurora, Ontario L4G 4L3
905-726-3463

Thick 'N Easy Instant Food Thickener
Hormel Health Labs
1 Hormel Place
Austin, MN 55912
800-866-7757

Food Molds:

Culinary Puree, Inc.
6001 Felstead Road
Evansville, IN 47712
800-981-7744

Cookbooks:

The Thick N' Easy Recipe Book
Hormel Health Labs
1 Hormel Place
Austin, MN 55912
800-866-7757

Blending Magic
Bernard Jensen Products
PO Box 8
124 East Cliff Street
Solana Beach, CA 92075

Non-Chew Cookbook
J. Randi Wilson, 1985
Local bookstore or online bookseller

Information and Supplies for Pureed Foods

Diamond Crystal Specialty Foods
10 Burlington Avenue
Wilmington, MA 01887
800-255-0592
(Institutions only)

MedDiet Labs
3600 Holly Lane, Suite 80
Plymouth, MN 55447
800-633-3438
Sample Rehabilitation Survey

The following rehabilitation survey, developed by Lori Quinn, ED.D., P.T., New York Medical College, may be helpful in assessing a patient's ability to perform activities of daily living (ADL), either in the home or in a long-term care setting. It may also be useful in recommending adaptive equipment where necessary.

Patient Name: ____________________________________   Date: ________________

Indicate the current amount of caregiver assistance, equipment used and safety or other concerns involved for each ADL activity. Place a check next to the recommended equipment and list specific instructions or recommendations on provided lines.

**Bathing:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tub seat</th>
<th>Shower bar</th>
<th>Non-slip mat</th>
<th>Sponge mitt</th>
<th>Scrub sponges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dressing:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elastic waists</th>
<th>Pull-over shirts</th>
<th>Ring zipper pull</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Shoes (on/off):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supportive sneakers</th>
<th>Velcro straps</th>
<th>Elastic shoelaces</th>
<th>Long-handled shoehorn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Referral to orthotics clinic (heel lift, molded inserts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Kitchen: ________________________________________________________________

Extra long mitts _________________________________________________________
Pre-made foods ________________________________________________________
Utility cart ____________________________________________________________
Milk carton holder ______________________________________________________
Keep most-used items at waist level or below ________________________________

Eating & drinking: ________________________________________________________

Straw (one-way) _________________________________________________________
Weighted spoon/fork _____________________________________________________
Cup with lid and straw ___________________________________________________
Food guard _____________________________________________________________
Non-stick dycem _________________________________________________________
Weighted cup ___________________________________________________________
Inner-lip plate _________________________________________________________

Walking & Balance: ______________________________________________________

Ankle weights ___________________________________________________________
Rolling or standard walker _______________________________________________
Rollator (3 or 4 wheels) _________________________________________________
Cane (straight) _________________________________________________________

Seating: __________________________________________________________________

Supportive chair with sturdy seat and back for eating, drinking and smoking
Horizen or Broda chair, tilt-in-space with maximal padding
Self-propelling wheelchair
Recliner chair

Environmental adaptations (room layout, furniture padding, etc.): ______________

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Other Recommendations:
  Ankle or wrist weights
  Smoker's aid
  Writing grip
  Weighted pen

Other Comments:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

Name: ____________________________    Title: ____________________________